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Holland Since 1872
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Greed Often

‘Involvement’ Is

A
for

Five

New

Linked With

Mayor’s
By Linda Klnngle
The city of Holland is experiencing growth in all phases of
its operations and Mayor L. W.

Lamb

Jr. sees the establishment

of set, city-widegoals as a nec-

essary outgrowth of this expansion.

Mayor Lamb says there are
goals for such things as new
roads, better storm sewer systems and increased parking,

but there are no

intangible,

Byword Mail Fraud
One of the Mayor’s most recent innovations is the newlyestablished Youth Commission
involving young people between
the ages of 16 and 21, an age
group generally neglected, according to Lamb. The situation
at the Civic Center parking
lot before it was closed pointed
up the need for activitiesfor
youth, but a main aim of the
program is for the young people
themselvesto find solutions to
their problems rather than being allowed to do what someone else thinks they would like.
Quite often, Mayor Lamb

The

Signals

innate greed of persons

in fraud cases, J.

W.

Zaiger,

an inspector with the U. S. Post-

al Service who has been

following.

Among

Holland’s one-way street sysin the downtown area will
go into effect Monday, Oct. 18,

tem

sta-

Rapids since
Chamber of Commerce Early Birds at their
tioned in Grand

monthly breakfast in

Warm

Hotel

stalled traffic signals and put
up final signs for the new sys-

U. S. Postal
get a conviction,

But for the

tem designed to improve traffic
and increase safety.
The new system calls for:
Seventh St., one way west,
Columbia Ave. to end of road
at Mill St.
Ninth St., one way east, Lake

known as Kollen Park
Dr.) to Columbia Ave.

St. (also

Eighth St., one way west, Pine
Ave. to Ninth St. looping around

18 - Here is a map of Holland's central
businessdistrict where a new system of one-way traffic
will go into effect at 4 a.m. Monday, Oct. 18. New traffic
signals have been placed at Seventh and Pine, Seventh and

EFFECTIVEOCT.

Is

Zaiger said poor business
problem. He estimates the city’s practices often are linked to don Newell, 34, both of Grand
Latin - American population at criminal intent and this can Rapids, demanded examination
10 per cent but said attempts be unfair. He said he could
Monday at their arraignments
are being made to gain a truer risk his own reputation on the
picture of the percentage integrity of many businessmen in DistrictCourt to charges of
through the 1970 census report. who need more capital and are breaking and entering.Bonds of
Prejudice in Holland is a ma- beset with other problems.Be- $15,000 each were not posted
jor “area of concern,” the sides, small businessmen are and the pair was remanded to
tabled and reported to allow the Mayor said, adding that it is not easier to sue than big corpothe county jail.
public to become aware of them limited strictly to race but en- rations.
The two and a 16-year-old
before they are implemented; compasses, ideas, faiths and
James Vande Poel who pre- juvenile boy were apprehended
however,although local govern- people as well.
sided called attention to the Saturday and charged in conment is generally quite sensi- Another important problem
annual Chamber of Commerce nection with burglaries reported
tive to the will of the people, only beginning to make itself
dinner Oct. 25 at Point West at homes north of Holland. Otlocal officials normally don’t visiblein the city is the decay
with Dr. Clifton R. Wharton tawa county sheriff’s deputies
hear from the individual until of the downtown area. The first
Jr., president of Michigan said a quantity of items reportsigns are only apparent at
change hits his pocketbook.
State University. Because Dr. ed stolen was recoveredfrom
The Mayor pointed out that present, Mayor Lamb said, but
Wharton is on a tight schedule, a small truck the trio was opemany people are unaware of if the situation is not treated,
his address will be given at rating when stopped in Port
proposals even after publication the problem can only grow.
6:45 p.m. preceding the dinner. Sheldon township.
and that most people who come Among projects Lamb lists as
The meeting is scheduled at The juvenile was lodged at
to council meetings are there yet to be achieved are a new
6:30 p.m.
the county youth home.
because they are against some- sign ordinance which was rething. Citizens are sometimes quested by most of the Eighth
completely uninformedon func- St. merchants and which, actions and actions of city govern- cording to the Mayor, will help

Council proceedings, members main arteriesconnected and
of the news media are supplied cooperativeroads for traffic
with rather complete agendas loads. One-way street systems

for the meeting and, when

within the city, truck routes and
asked if questions brought up the implementationof the validuring the meeting are already underway, are other programs
decided and if the meetings set for the city.
themselvesare nearly formali- Public understanding is a prities, the Mayor explained that mary concern for the Mayor
the bulk of council material is and he is open to suggestions
indeed discussed at study ses- from groups for members to
sions prior to the formal meet- serve on the boards and comings. If all questions were in- mittees essentialto good, sensitroduced for initialdiscussionat tive local government. He is
the regular meeting, most of also interestedin public awarethem would be tabled; but, ness through explanationsof
under the present plan, officials planned city actions by persons
feel they can attain a more most involved in the projects
thorough understanding of any and remarked that staff memquestion before presenting it to bers are willing to speak to
the public for floor discussion. groups in order to answer quesIn spite of study sessions, tions and present ideas.
“Involvement”and its variahowever,being a councilmanis
becoming increasinglytime con- tions are words that recur fresuming and the amount of coun- quently in conversationwith
cil business is increasing to a Mayor Lamb and “involvement”
point that councilmenare pres- is probablythe word that best
ently meeting on the Wednes- describes his feeling toward
days alternating with formal people and his office.
meetings. The feasibility of

» effect of his position on

iusinessis definite,Mayor
> feels, adding that some-

;

Woman

Holland Harbor Lighthouse
. . Listed Aesthetic

Landmark

Critically

Lighthouse Saved

Injured in Crash
HUDSON VILLE— Mrs

.

Bonnie

Carson Anthony, 27,

of

4s Landmark Site

citizens unhappy with
Hudsonville, was criticallyinthing in city government
jured in a two car collision at
their displeasure by notcampaign to Save the “Reference is made to your
8:50 a.m. Wednesday at 40th
nizing a given firm. This
Lighthouse
has finallyresulted letter of 7 September 1971 conAve., and Port Sheldon St. in
:t of office holding is one
cerning Holland Harbor South
Georgetown township.
in the solution from the Ninth
>e primary reasons it is
She was admitted to Butter- U.S. Coast Guard District in Pierhead Light Structure.
ult to get people to serve
“Based upon numerous letters
worth Hospital in Grand Rapids
jmmitteesand boards and
Cleveland, Ohio.
from the citizens of Holland,
with multiple injuries. Her conn for positions - many are
The South Pierhead Light Michigan, we have recognized
dition was listed as “critical”.
i that the outside activity
Structure at Macatawa has the South Pierhead Light StrucOttawa county sheriff’s depulurt their jobs or businessbeen designatedan “aesthetic ture to be an aesthetic landties said Mrs. Anthony was
dthough the fear is justilandmark” and as such will be mark. Plans for the improvenorthboundon 40th and pulled
maintainedby the Coast Guard. ment of the aids to navigation
to a certain extent, Mayor
into the path of a car driven
) pointed out that somegroup of disturbed citizens system at Holland have oeen
by Regina Jaarsma, 24, of atAMacatawa
last Sept. 10, 1970 revised to provide for the coni holding a position of reHudsonville, eastboundon Port
drew up petitionsto get signa- tinued maintenance of this
libility can help a business
Sheldon.
tures to save the lighthouse as structure by the U.S. Coast
idividual too.
Mrs. Anthony’stwo children,
•rating a business and holdan historic landmark.
Guard.
Kevin, 6, and Jacob, 1, were
jublic office can combine
After months of writing let“I trust this information retreated at Butterworth Hospital
reate other unique probters to various government of- lieves any doubts you may have
For example, Mayor for bumps and bruises and re- ficials and others in the Depart- had for the future of the South
leased. The Jaarsma woman
ment of Natural Resources in- Pierhead Light.
) agrees that a conflictof
also was reported injured.
cluding Coast Guard CommanSincerely,
»st claim would be possible
dants, U.S. Rep. Guy Vander
J. Natwig, Captain,
gard to the city’s contract
Jagt, and many others, letters
U. S. Coast Guard
his firm, L. W. Lamb Co., 1,400 at Sport Show
Some 1,400 persons attended have been received by the
Chief of Staff,
lild the Kollen Park boat
Ninth Coast Guard
:h although he abstained the two-day Fall and Winter Macatawa residents from
District.”
the council vote. Another Sports Show in the Civic Center James A. Bryant, Historic Preber of the family placed Friday and Saturday sponsored servation Coordinator of the Accordingto Mrs. A. J. Tazeid during the Mayor’s vaca- by the Holland Jaycees.More Office of Planning Services, De- laar of Macatawa and Mrs.
but Lamb said he would than 20 exhibitorsdisplayed partment of Natural Resources, Mary Heuvelhorst, who have
iave bid on the contract items ranging from campers Dr. Ralph MacMullan, director, been spearheading the camthat the company will not to skis and snowmobiles de- and addressed to Wayne H. paign, the lighthouse has been
painted and repainted within
ire itself in similar circum- signed for use in the fall and Verspoor of the department.
winter outdoor sporting season.
The letter follows:
the past two or three weeks.
es while he is mayor.

A

»

t

The signal at Eighth and Pine

ters

map

will be

removed Copies

are available in City Hall, at police headquar-

and at Herrick Public Library.

Jaycees Set

Carrier Retires

Realtor

ALLEGAN —

Friday marked

the 75th anniversary of “rural
free delivery” in the United

\

States, but to the 582 families

who

live

on

first

Allegan’s rural

route 4, the day had even more
significance.

designedin 1956 and since

then has been revised and im-

Program For

After 37 Years

Of the Year

City Manager William L. Bopf
said one-way traffic system was

He asked patience and
cooperationin the transitional
proved.

Coming Year

period.

Police Chief Charles Lind-

Mayor L. W. Lamb Jr. urged
Holland Jaycees to take part in
area-wide projects and not to
concern themselves only with
the city in an address at the
first fall meeting of the Holland Jaycees Tuesday at the
Holland Country Club.

]

strom added that city

police
will aid wherever possible in
helping motorists adjust to the

new schedule. He said the function for the police for the first
week will be educationrather

than enforcement.
Bopf said parking will be
About 60 Jaycees and guests limited to one side of the street
ed rounds as route 4’s mail carc
attended the meeting during on Seventh and Ninth Sts. from
rier. His retirement began Sat- which committee appointments Pine to Columbia Aves. After
urday after 37 years and four for the coming year were an- June 30, 1972, there will be
months with the postal depart- nounced.
no parking on either side.
ment
a career just two Lamb urged the Jaycees to Work has been completed on
months short of being exactly take part in the democratic broadening some curves for
half the time that “RFD” has processes by supporting can- easier turning in the one-way
been in existence.He began as didates for municipalelections system.
a substitute carrier June 1, and to get behind programs of With the implementationof
1934.
the city council they thought one-way traffic in the central
Events of the past week indi- were important.
businessdistrict,Seventh and
cate that Wedge made a lot of
Chairmanshipsa n n o u n c- Ninth Sts. will become state
friends during his postal car- e d were Riverview Park con- trunklines from Pine to Columeer. At nearly every stop along cession, John Bristol; Merchants
bia Aves. and Eighth St. will
his route, patrons have been Flags, Dick Hilbink; Civic CenHarris G. Pieper
cease to be a state trunkline
waiting for him to say good-bye ter concession, Chuck Wojahn;
for that distance. Pine Ave. and
Harris G. Pieper was named and tell him how much they've Fall and Winter sports show,
Columbia Ave. will also beRealtor of the Year by the Hol- appreciated the way he’s serv- Don Disselkoen; Manpower,
come trunklines between Sevland Board of Realtors at the ed him. A lot of the mail he’s Bill Clay; Spoke and Spark, Jan
enth and Ninth Sts. River Ave.’s
recent annual quarterly meet- picked along the way was ad- Peterson; Reports and Recogstatus as a trunkline will be
ing of the Michigan Real Estate dressed to him — cards and nition,Larry Goodwin.
unchanged.
Association,held at Boyne notes of appreciation.
Leadership and Action, Jack
Last Saturday he was guest Marquis; Publicity,Doug Cart- Long-rangeplans call for makMountain Lodge.
ing Pine Ave. one-way south
Pieper served as president of of honor at an open house hosi- er; Membership, Gary Holvick;
from the Black River bridge,
ed
by
Probate
Judge
and
Mrs.
the local Board during 1967 and
Orientation, Paul De Maagd;
but the street will have to be
Dwight
Cheever,
where
a
large
1968, and since his initial memCredit Counseling, Jim Crozier;
rebuilt
for heavier traffic bebership in the local Board in number of his patrons gathered Haunted House, George Stegfore such a program is impleto
say
“thanks
for
everything”
1963, he has served as chairgerda, and Punt, Pass and Kick,
mented. Other plans involve
man of numerous committees, and present him with a retire- Jack Van Kampen.
16th and 17th Sts., River Ave.
ment
gift.
including Public Relations,
and
Michigan Ave.
Tuesday
night
his
fellow
posMembership, Educational,and
Demands Examination
Copies of the map on this
Ethics Committees. He has tal workers feted him at a dinOn Marijuana Count
page are available in the city
also served as a director of the ner in an Allegan restaurant.
treasurer’s office on the first
Friday
afternoon,
at
Chicora,
GRAND
HAVEN—
Michael
De
Michigan Real Estate Association (MREA) and presently patrons in that area were wait- Wild, 21, of Grandville,de- floor of City Hall, at police
serves on the Standard Forms ing for him at Godfrey’s Store manded examination at his Dis- headquarters and at Herrick
to present him with a check for trict Court arraignment Tues- Public Library.
Committee of the MREA.
Married to the former Mari- more than $400, representing a day to a charge of possession
lyn Vereeke of Zeeland, the collective gift from Cheshire of marijuana. He was remand- Crash at Intersection
ed to the couty jail in lieu of
Cars driven by Raymond TuPieper’s are members of the township residents.
As
a
result,
he
was
a
little $1,000 bond.
bergen, 47, of 798 136th Ave.,
Maple Avenue Christian ReState Police said De Wild’s and Mary Jane Kavathas, 50,
formed Church and have one late getting to the roadside
mailbox across the road from vehicle was stopped at a traffic of 1170 Ottawa Beach Rd., colson, Troy Harrison.
In addition to being Past Sunset Bowling Lanes, last stop check lane along M-45 in Tall- lided Wednesday at 12:37 p.m.
Presidentof the local Board, on his 74 mile route. Ordinarily madge township and officers at 16th St. and ClevelandAve.
Pieper served as president of according to Route 4 patrons, detected what appeared the Tubergen was northboundalong
the East Saugatuck Young “you can nearly set your watch odor of marijuana.A quantity Cleveland while the Kavathas
Peoples Society and Church by the time he gets to your of marijuana and hashish was car was heading east on 16th
found on De Wild, troopers said. St.
Choir, the MagnachordsMale place.”

ment, but the Mayor has re- eliminate‘‘eye pollution” and
ceived no questions to be asked will be one step toward improvand answered during his weekly ing the downtown area. Also inreport to the city on a local cluded is a road system coordinated with Zeeland, the state
radio station.
Prior to the formal City and the townships with the

weekly, rather than bi-monthly,

Pine.

of this

Allegan Mail

H.G. Pieper

On Theft Counts
-

creased city-townshipscooperation are further achievements.
There are obviously many
problems facing a mayor and
Lamb said one of the greatest
is conveyanceof information to
the public. Changes that come
up for council discussion are

College, Ninth and Central, Ninth and River, and Ninth and

the present.

Demand Test

council meetings has even been

Lake St.
River Ave., one way north,
Ninth to Seventh Sts.
Pine Ave., one way south.
Seventh to Ninth Sts.
Columbia Ave., one way north,
Ninth to Seventh Sts.
New traffic signals have been
placed at Seventh St. and Pine
Ave., Seventh St. and College
Ave., at Ninth St. and Central
Ave., Ninth St. and River Ave.
and Ninth St. and Pine Ave.
The signal at Eighth St. and
Pine Ave. will be removed, and
westbound Eighth St. traffic will
stop for Pine Ave. All other
traffic signals will remain for

ONE-WAY STREET SYSTEM

Other common frauds are the
Like any other city, Holland
ments during his term of office, has some pressing problemsand missing heir scheme, charity
Mayor Lamb lists the involve- racial prejudice is one of the rackets, unordered merchanment of different groups and ugliestones. Mayor Lamb feels dise, business opportunities,
minorities in city government that, in spite of the fact that business franchises,vending
and activities, and an improve- the true racial bigots are in the m a chines, distributorships,2
ment in the relationshipsof the minority and that the inclusion work-at-home, business direccity and surrounding townships. of Latin Americans in city ac- tories, fake newspapers, adHard feelingsbuilt up over an- tivities has done much to better vance fees, medical fraud, fake
GRAND HAVEN
lira
nexations in 1958 giving way to race relations in the city, Hol- lab tests and self-improvement.
Francis Boynton, 25, and Gormutual understandingand in- land still has a definite racial
the main accomplish-

m.

Around that time, city police
! and state highway employes will
remove hoods from newly in-

Friend Tuesday.

Florida.

bership.

at 4 a

I

1966, told

Service to
there must be evidenceof inIndividualsand groups may
tent to defraud, some docuhave goals in themselvesthat
mented misrepresentationin
involve the city, but so far no pointed out, there’sa difference
which a pledge is not fulfilled,
one has undertakena study to between activities adults choose and use of the mail must be
determine goals and priorities for young people and activities proved. Persons victimizedin
for the community although City young people choose for themany nefariousscheme should
Council is in support of any selves; and, although the group save all their mail including
such study.
will receive help and guidance envelopes.
The main stumbling block for from the city, it will be largely
Bookletson mail fraud laws
establishment of the goals the autonomous.
protecting consumers, investors,
Mayor feels are needed is time.
Members of the commission
businessmen,medical patients
City officials are often too busy were chosen mainly from those
and students were distributed.
with regular duties to undertake who attended preliminary meetAmong the most common
such a study and are often too ings and showed an interestin
frauds
were the chain-referral
close to city government to be the project, but emphasis in
objective and sufficientlyfar- membership was in making the scheme (pyramiding 10 times
sighted.
program an area-wideventure could lead to 10 trillion people);
Set goals would allow for with youths of different ages, fake contests, the low - price
shifting prioritiesto establish races, economic and social trap, home improvements,debt
projects for successive city backgrounds included.Youths consolidation, auto insurance
councils, the Mayor said, be- serving on the commissioncome fraud for “bad risk” drivers;
cause with the achievement of from the entire surrounding retirement homesites for $1
the top priority, the way would area and being a resident of the down and $10 a month in sunbe open to begin work on those city is not a criterionfor mem- baked deserts or under water in
people-orientedgoals.

Are Added

motive

is largely the underlying

It was

Willett S. “Bill”
Wedge’s last day on his appoint-

—

t

Chorus and the Zeeland Civic
Chorus. He also served as' a
past officer in the H-Z Young
Calvinist League, the Ottawa
County Young Republicans, the

Holland Junior Chamber

Commerce and

of

the Holland

Lions Club.
Having served two years with
the Sixth U.S. Army Headquarters at the Presidio of San
Francisco, Pieper is currently a

member of the Holland Board
of Realtors, the Michigan Real
Estate Association,the National
Association of Real Estate
Brokers, the Holland Lions
Club, the Holland Chamber of

Commerce and was appointed
by the local mayor to serve
on the “Citizens AdvisoryCommittee” and by the City Council to serve on the

SMP

Central

Committee of the Holland Christian Schools and is a board
member of the American Red
Cross.

Driver Injured

Car

Rolls,

As

Skids

GRAND HAVEN

-Robert

Heyn, 22, of Grand Haven, was
injured when the car he was
driving east on Green St. went
out of control at 144th Ave. in
Robinson township, rolled over
and slid on its top 114 feet.
Heyn was treated at North
Ottawa Community Hospital. A
passenger in the car, William
Walwood, 28, of Grand Haven,
was not reported injured, Ottawa county sheriffs deputies
said.

REGISTER DELEGATES—

Several delegates

to the 71st annual Midwest Sunday School

conventionare shown here as they prepare
to registerfor the event. More than 1,100
persons were registered by about 9:30 a.m.
Wednesday by committee members, seated at left. The day-long event being held

High
School concluded at 7:45 p.m. this evening when the group moves to the Holland
Civic Center for a public meeting which
highlighted the Rev. John F. De Vries as
in the auditorium of Holland Christian

speaker.
(Sentinel jfioto)
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Four Students Return

From Summer Abroad

- Mr. ond Mrs. Arend Naber, 165
East 18th St., celebratedtheir 45th wedding anniversary
on Friday with a dinner at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Naber. Present for the occasionwere Mr. and Mrs. John
Naber, Pam, Mike, Steven, Thomas and Robert of Grand
Rapids; Mr. and Mrs. Roger Naber, Kathy, Connie, Darla
and Debra; Mr. and Mrs. Ray Naber, Linda, Laurie and
William, all of Holland. Unable to attend were Lt. Col.
and Mrs. Jerry Naber, Mary Ann and David of Springfield,

MARK ANNIVERSARY

DEDICATE FLAGS — Rabbis and representatives of the
United Israel World Union helped dedicate three flags
Monday at a center for the Michigan unit of the UIWU at
Olive. The flags were those of the United States,
Israel and United Israel. The ceremony also marked the

West

Va.

Luncheon, Poetry

Opens

Newlyweds Make
Home in Zeeland
Following Trip

Literary

Club Season

Literary Club children) ranging from her
REVIEW EXPERIENCES
The Youth for Understanding
of Holland opened its season husband’s favoriteon dietingto
representatives from Holland, (left to right) Pamela WalTuesday afternoon with a such homey subjects as broken
cott, Bob Vande Vusse, Michele Bakker and Bette Winter,
luncheon at Point West, topped dishes, children’s clothing, a
talk over the experiencesthey had while spending the
by the cherry down-to-earth visit to an antique shop, moving,
summer
(Sentinel photo)
poems of Crystal Nelson of and a mother’s thoughts on the
Grand Rapids who writes for first day of school. One poem
Four students from the Holdealt with six children “bringland area spent last summer Helsinki,was the summer home both adults and children “since
ing up mother” and the thought
there’s
little
difference
anyabroad as representativesof of Vande Vusse, son of Mr. and
that she might graduate from
Youth for Understanding.Two Mrs. G. Vande Vusse, 684 Van how.”
the PTA to Social Security in
Mrs.
Nelson
who
believes
in
of the students, Bette Winter Raalte Ave. His family consisted
one step.
short
poems
read
several
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Pentti
Kaivola,
and Pamela Walcott are from
The new president,Mrs. Tom
Holland High School, while Bob two sisters, aged 16 and 14, and family favorites (she has six
De
Pree, presided and Mrs.
Vande Vusse attends Holland a 12-year-oldbrother.Mr. Pentti
John Heyboer, a sister of the
Christian, and Michele Bakker was a dairy farmer. Vande
speaker, introducedMrs. Nel3
Vusse’s activities included
is a student at West Ottawa.
son.
members were
three-day
trip
to
Leningrad,
Miss Winter, daughterof Mr.
introduced
and
presentedwith
In
and Mrs. Frederick Winter, Russia.
corsages.
Miss Bakker traveled through
1089 Legion Park Dr., stayed
The arrest of two juvenile
members are Mrs.
with the Jan-Hinrich Rubke many parts of the Philip- boys and a 17-year-old youth Charles Atwood, Mrs. Leif
family in Hamburg, Germany. pines while staying with the have cleared a series of auto Blodee, Mrs. Robert De Bruyn
She had a brother Jan, 18, who William Ang family. She visited breakins at Hope College and Jr., Mrs. Howard Douwstra,
was studying to be a banker, and Baguio in the north, and the a breakin of a house reported Mrs. ClarenceFischrupp, Miss
sister, Dorte, with whom southernislands, Davao, Zam- Sunday, Holland police said toElizabethHaney, Mrs. Alfred
Miss Winter attended the Meien- boanga and Cebu. Her experi- da.
Hanko, Mrs. J. W. Hardy, Mrs.
dorfer Gymnasium. Dorte is ences included coming face to
The juveniles, aged 12 and 13, Donald Hascall, Miss Mildred
currentlyan exchange student face with the first lady of the were referred to probate au- Heindl, Mrs; Donald Hillein the Detroit - Livonia area. Philippines and “shootingthe thorities.

The Woman's

—

abroad.

Apprehended

New

Auto Breakins

New

dyk of Holland, Miss Rebecca S.

Buck, and Miss Paulette I.
Belka of Dorr. They also car-

receipt of a deed to the property of the center ond the first

day

of the ancient Succoth or Feast of

Ray Beckman,

Tabernaclesfestival.

president of the Michigan unit, f°ok

in the dedications as did Edward S.
Horowitz, founders of the

Abrahams and David

movement.

(Sentinel photo)

Jewish Fete Sets

ried long-stemmedyellow roses.

The flower girl was Miss Bonnie
L. Guy, sister of the bride, who
wore a similar gown to that of
the bridesmaidsand she carried yellow daisies in a basket.

Flag Dedication
WEST OLIVE was

The groom was

Land

here

pies, recognized as the House

deeded to the United Israel of Israel, to unite with the

Jew-

attended by
World Union during ceremonies ish peoples representingthe
his brother, Gary R. Hoover as
Monday that marked the dedi- House of Judah. Headquarters
best man. The groomsmen were
of the organization is in N e w
cation of three flags at the cenLloyd Plewes, Dirk Schrotenboer of Zeeland and Duke L.
Guy of Hopkins. The ushers The plot of land was turned W. Vdll
were Louis Knooihuizen of Hol- over to the local group by EdDies at
land and Max Guy if Hopkins. ward S. Abrahams, a vice president of the internationalmoveThe reception was held in the
William G. Van Hartesveldt
ment.
church basement with Miss
Jr., 69, of Fennville,died at a
The occasion marked the first local nursing home Monday folSally S. Guy and Mike Guy,
day of the ancient'Succoth or lowing a four-year illness.
brother and sister of the bride,
Feats of Tabernacles festival Born in Grand Rapids, he
attending the guest book.
which runs eight days.
was a member of the postal
The couple left on a northern
Taking
part in the event were service in Fennville for 40
Michigan wedding trip. The
Rabbi Daniel Lowy of Temple years, prior to retiringin 1963
bride and groom attend Grand
B’nai
Israel, Muskegon and He was a member of Commu
I Valley State College where
Abrahms and David Horowitz nity Church, Douglas, a' mem
(they are both puniors. They
of New York, founders of t h e ber and past master of Damas
are also employed by the colmovement. Horowitz is U.N. cus Lodge No. 415, F. and A.M.
lege library on campus.
correspondent for the World Fennville and also a past pres

HortGSVClt

Age 69

Union Press.

ident of the Michigan Rural

Peter Williams

Congratulatory messages were Letter Carriers Association.
received from Rabbi Max Surviving are his wife, GerNussbaum of Hollywood, Calif., trude; two daughters, Mrs. Alat
Rabbi Harold H. Gordon, exe- bert (Donna) Wiegerink of HolMrs. Scott A. Hoover
Peter Williams, 83, of 49 East cutive vice presidentof the land and Miss Jane Van HartesMr. and Mrs. Scott A. Hoover 32nd St., was dead on arrival New York Board of Rabbis; velt of Fennville; a son, Richbrands, Mrs. George Irving,
Larry Rivera, 17, of 246 East Miss Jane Laarman, Miss Rena are making their home at lOSVfe
While in Switzerland,Miss rapids” at Pagsanjan Falls.
at Holland Hospital early this Rabbi Ben Zion Bokser of New ard of Denver, Colo.; his father,
East Lincoln Ave., Zeeland, morning following an apparent York, Rabbi Irving J. Block, William G. Van Hartesveldt Sr.;
Walcott, daughter of Mr. and Miss Bakker is the daughterof Ninth St., demanded examina- Laarman.
Mrs. Roger Walcott, 335 Maple Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Bakker, tion at his District Court arNew York; Alan D. Bennet, dir- 11 grandchildren;two sisters,
Mrs. H. S. LaBarge, Mrs. following their marriage Sept. heart attack.
raignment Tuesday to a charge Fred Lindsay, Mrs. David Linn, 18 in the Hopkins Community
Ave., lived with the Florenz 14834 Blair St.
ector of education of the Fair- Mrs. Cecil (Mina) Rosenow and
Mr. Williams was born in Holof larceny from an auto. He Mrs. George Mannes, Mrs. Dan Reformed Church, Hopkins. The
Plozza family in their hotel
mount Temple religiousschool, Mrs. Richard (Lois) Barron,
was released on $1,000 persona McVickar, Mrs. Arthur Mills, Rev. John F. Nordstrom of the land and had been a lifelong Cleveland, and Rabbi Israel
high up in the mountain village
both of Fennville and two brorecognizance
to return Mrs. Paul Mulder, Mrs. William Second Reformed Church in resident of the area. He had Mowshowitz, one of the origiof Wengen. She did quite a bit
thers, Fred Van Hartesveldt of
been
employed
for
several
years
Oct. 15.
of traveling,went mountain
nators of the InternationalSyn- Irons and James Van HartesPrice, Mrs. H. G. Rotherham, Zeeland and the Rev. Sanford
at
Police said some of the items Mrs. Richard Sage, Mrs. Her- Morgan of the CommunityRe- prior to his retirementas a agogue at JFK airport.
climbing and attended the Swiss
veldt of Fennville.Another son,
reported missing were recov- man Schlick,Mrs. Drew Selvar, formed Church in Hopkins offi- caretaker by the late Dr. Paul Ray Beekman, president of
School. Her Swiss sister,Rosa
Edward died in March, 1970
Horace H. Troost, 62, of 356
ered.
Plozza is spending this year in
Miss Marion Shackson, Mrs. ciated. Mrs. Wilma Baske pro- de Kruif. He was a member of the Michigan unit of the United Funeral services will be held
West 18th St., was dead on
At least five cars parked in Earl Siems, Mrs. Fred B. vided appropriatemusic for Bethany Christian Reformed Israel World Union, presided at
the Walcott home and attending
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
arrival at Holland Hospital Tuesa lot at 11th St. and Lincoln Stearns.
the raising of the flags of the Chappell Funeral Home, with
the ceremony and soloist was Church.
Holland High.
The village of Torvoila, in day followingan apparent heart Ave. were entered and the Mrs. Simon Steketee,Mrs. Miss Sue Ziliox.
Surviving are two sons, Ray- United States, Israel and Unit- the Rev. Henry Clay Alexander
attack at his home.
house of Earl Haveman, 264 Ray Swank, Mrs. Marvin Van- The bride is the former mond of Bowling Green, Ky., ed Israel.
Finland, about 70 miles north of
officiating.Burial will be in
He was a member of Fourth Lincoln Ave., was vandalized.
den Bosch, Mrs. Cecil Van Shelley Kay Guy of Hopkins, and Glenn of Russell,Ky.; four Gayle Brown and Judith Fennville cemetery.
Reformed Church, had worked
......
Duren, Mrs. Earl Van House, daughter of Mr. and -Mrs. May- daughters, Mrs.
A. Brown raised the American
at Holland Hitch Co. for the
Miss
Jeanette Veltman, Mrs. nard L. Guy. The groom is the (Marian) Swanson and Mrs. flag While the National Anthem Jane Steketee Questers
past 20 years and was a mem. .
Adrian Vlietstra, Miss Jean son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Arthur (Jean) Schmidt both of was played. The Israeli flag .......
ber of the union local there. He
was raised by Mitchell Brown Visit Shipshewana, Ind.
Walvoord,
Mrs.
Russell Welch, W. Hoover of Zeeland.
Muskegon,
Mrs.
Bartley
(Maralso served with the Michigan The sacrament of baptism
The bride was given in mar- garet) De Glopper of Braden- and Ruth Dobsoh as the Israeli- The Jane Steketee Chapter of
Whitmer, Mrs.
was administeredat Sunday Miss
National Guard.
Questers recently went on a
Thomas Williams, Mrs. E. Wis- riage by her father. She chose ton, Fla., and Mrs. Peter Jewish national anthem, HatikSurviving are three sons, morning church service to Mifield trip to Shipshewana,Ind.,
vah,
was
played.
The
United
a
gown
of
peau
de
soie
with
sink, Mrs. Adolf Wolf, Mrs.
(Grace) Kolling ‘of Portland,
David or Holland, Phillip C. of chelle, daughter of Mr. and
where they visited the ShipsheGeorge Pelgrim (honorary). Venice lace and bishop sleeves Ore.; 18 grandchildren;seven Israel flag was raised by Aaron
Grandvilleand Thomas H. of Mrs. M. Kraai.
wana Auction and Flea Market.
Trinker
and
Debra
Lowy
as
the
with
a
tear
drop
veil
and
a
Attention was called to the
great-grandchildren; one brothThe hymn sing at the Rusk
Howard City; a daughter, Mrs.
Am Yisrael Chay was sung by It is one of the largest of its
matching lace floor.- length
Raymond (Judith) Brink of Christian Reformed Church was appearancehere Oct. 18 and 19 train. The bride carried a er, Benjamin H. Williams of Judah Lowy.
kind in the Midwest and draws
of Fulton Lewis III, well known
Holland; and one sister-in-law,
Grand Rapids; 11 grandchil- lead by Cal Hulst as song dihundreds of traders and barFollowing
the
ceremonies,
i
bouquet
of
yellow
roses
and
news commentator, who will
Mrs. Lavern Williams of Holdren; a brother, Charles Troost rector, Rick Kornoelje on the
gain
hunters every week.
special Succoth prayer was of
address high school groups and white carnations trimmed with
of Holland and four sisters, trumpet and Dave Bouma as
land.
Shipshewana
is located in the
fered
by
Rabbi
Lowry
in
the
deliver a public address in the ferns.
Mrs. Marvin (A 1 y c e) Den soloist.
Tabernacle, erected in back o heart of the Amish settlement
The maid of honor was her
Civic Center Oct. 18 and address
Herder of Holland, Mrs. Jacob The Cadets held their organand quaint Amish inhabitants
the center.
the club Oct. 19. His subject sister,Miss Carolyn A. Guy, Collide in Turn
(Sena) Klomparens of Fort izational meeting on Monday
can
be seen riding in bugeies
In
the
ceremony,
Beekman
Cars
operated
by
Robert
who
was
attired
in
a
mint
will be “Student Unrest” and
Lauderdale,Fla., Mrs. Darius evening. There will also be a
around the area. Mrs. Lillian
his
appearance
at
the
regular green chiffon empire dress James Holwerda, 21, of 185 explained the nature and aims
(Mayme) Smith and Mrs. Ben- father and son chicken barbeDalman made the arrangements
meeting of the club will be trimmed with a darker green Sharron, and Glen Dale Boer- of the United Israel World Unjamin (Clara) Molenaar, both cue on Oct. 11.
for the day which included
based on his experience in deal- having wide cuffs and white sen, 23, of 332 Felch St., collid- ion founded in 1943. The moveFred Machiela underwentsurof Howard City. Another son,
lunch at the Patchwork Quilt
ment
maintains
that
the
so
called
Tuesday
at
8:44
p.m.
at
ruffles trimming the front of
gery on last week Tuesday at ing with students the previous
James, died in 1951.
ed
lost ten tribes of Israel are in Middlebury.
Eighth
St.
and
College
Ave.
the
dress.
The
headpiece
was
j
Zeeland Hospital. He returned
A dinner for club members of matching darker green rib- Police said Holwerda was north- not lost at all but represent to- The next meeting of the chaphome on Thursday.
bon and she carried one long- bound on College and attempted day the hundreds of millions of ter will be at 11:30 a.m. on Oct.
B.
Lawrence Redder also has re- and their friends limited to 150
a left turn onto Eighth St. while people residing in the western 27 at the home of Mrs. Reatha
will be served, Monday, Oct. 18, stemmed yellow rose.
turned from the hospital.
Jackson. Mrs. Nett Holmen is
Wearing similar gowns of Boerson was heading south world.
at 6:15 p.m. in the clubhouse.
at
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hoeve
United
Israel holds that the in charge of the program for
along
College
when
the
mishap
mint
green
were
the
bridesReservations may be made with
Miss Sally Zuverink
Mrs. Benjamin (Margaret) announce the birth of a daugh- Mrs. Jack Yeomans.
time has come for these peo- this meeting.
maids, Miss Barbara L. Bobel- occurred.
ter
last
week
Tuesday
at
ZeeRankens, 76, formerly of 3478
The engagement of Miss Sally Hubbard St., Hamilton, died land Hospital.
Zuverink. daughter of Mrs. late Tuesday at a local nursing
There will be a special serGilbert Zuverink of Borculo home following a lingering ill- vice in the Holland language at
and the late Mr. Zuverink is
the First Christian Reformed
ness.
announced by her mother. Her
She was a lifelong resident of Church of Hudsonville on Sunfiance is Calvin Brandsen, son
the Hamilton area, a member day, Oct. 10, at 2:30 p.m. The
of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard of Hamilton Reformed Church Rev. John De Jong is speaker.
Brandsen of Borculo.
and an honorar# member of
The couple is planning a May the Women’s Missionary Soc-

a

Horace H.Troost
Succumbs

Succumbs

83

bond

62

Anton

Engaged

Mae

day.

Rankens

Succumbs

wedding.

76

Hospital Notes

iety.

Surviving are two daughters,
Mrs. Ernest (Hilda) Heyboer
and Mrs. Donald (Mildred)

Admitted to Holland Hospital
William Noyd,
Koops, both of Hamilton; a 161 West 24th St. ; Richard Tuls,
son, Gordon, also of Hamilton; 736 Ruth Ave.; Mrs. George
eight grandchildren; one great- Kleis, 6951 112th Ave., route 2;
grandchildand several nieces, Nancy Wolbrink, 191 West 12th
St.; Lori Overbeek, 2532
nephews, and cousins.
Prairie;Scott De Witt, 2614
112th Ave.; Mrs. Ronald Van
Beek, 240 West 12th St.; Nelly
Mrs. Fred
Espinosa,242 Pine Ave.; Julie
De Graaf, 1004 Butternut Dr.;
Dies at
Crystal Smith, 290 Birch; Mrs.
GRAND HAVEN
Mrs.
Fred (Fannie) King, 84, of Armando Romero, 347 East
Sixth St.; Timothy Visser, 554
15465 Fillmore St., West Olive,
died Tuesday in North Ottawa Bay Ave.; Dale Vanden Brink,
4274 Butternut Dr.; Estil PerCommunityHospital.
She was a member of West ringan, 558 Butternut Dr.; AlOlive Christian Reformed fredo Longoria, 206 West Ninth
Church. Her husband died in St.; Vivian Kelch, 394 West 16th

Monday were

King

Age 84

-

1945.

Miss Peggy Hulst
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Hulst,
announce the engagement of their daughter,
Peggy, to Rodney Scholten, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Jay Scholten,
4667 Pine Dr.
A November wedding is being pierced by the couple.
163 Blain Ave.,

St.,

and Leon VanHuis, 250

Surviving are three daugh- West 16tli St.
Discharged Monday were
ters, Mrs. Harlan Hill of Nunica, Mrs-. Harvey Stygstra of Mrs. Robert Brower and baby,
Holland and Mrs. Patricia 104 Grandview; Charles Clark,
Veach of Grand Haven; two 577 South Shore Dr.; Mrs.
sons, Fred of Grand Haven and Joseph Doody and baby, 696
Robert of Grand Haven town- Gail Ave.; Julie Beth Klomship and a sister, Mrs. Buryle parens, 503 Essenburg Dr.;
Maynard of Kingman, Ariz. Henrietta Kruithoff, 297 West
Five children preceded her in 21st St., and Mrs. Kenneth
Rabbers, 4655 52nd St.
death.

—

. ^

Borculo

Mrs.

..
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Miss Kathleen Bol

Wed

?, 1971

Is

David Ryzenga

to

MISS

NANCY STAM WITH GELDING, HANK'S GOOD TIME.
(Peosley p'oto)

tious and dedicated teacher ls
I

SHOW - A Fall and Winter Sports Show
was held last week in the Civic, Center sponsoredby the
Jaycees. The sports show featuredmore than 20 exhibits
JAYCEE SPORTS

Kathleen Vander Leek

Is

Mrs. David Lee Ryzenga

gown had its1
empire lines accented with

Quincy St., daughter

of the late

.;

—

(JollsyA

Meld

Jjwm

I

on

!

,

^

|

.,

iow. b
ex-

—

—

^

.

‘

^

ably more internal stress than (° an end | w0ldd &° ^
land. not because everything
anyone would have expected.
He supports this view by happens there but because the
Dutch might well have worked
pointing to port strikes, anarout
a way of forestallingit.”
chistic Kabouters being elected
to city council seats, Catholic
priests marrying,the prolifera- “In this day of teacher untion of pornographic publica- rest, of teacher dissatisfaction
,

among

other

things.

!

and teacher strike, the conscien-

Vows

-=

-

.....
Miss Stam serves
as

tranquilcanals,tulips, dikes and problems.’
Rembrandt,no longer exists. He quotes an unnamed AmeriOnce peaceful Dutch society has can writer as saying: ‘‘I think
boiled over, revealing consider- dial d
world were comingj Jim Vande Poel, president

tions

I

a.

Al

Ottawa has that dedicated and,
^OnVcllTIOn
of sporting items for use in the fall and winter months inconscientious teacher
and(M i i •
cluding snowmobiles, skis, skates, campers and boats.
many of them
10 UalltfS
(Sentinel photo)
So began a tribute to the
Nancy Siam, daughter of Mr.
teachers of West Ottawa at the
and
Mrs. Ray A. Siam, 1720
He spoke of the pollutionof written by June Reimink,
Van’s Blvd., was in Dallas, Texelementary
director
speaking
the Rhine basin and Amsterdam
as representingMichigan as
canals., the mercury level of for all West Ottawa principals.
Michigan Junior Quarter Horse
She
pointed
to
an
energetic
Dutch waters (third highest in
Association director to the
the world), the density of popu- teacher who sent personal welsecond National American
The
to own
each expense.
chlld ,n her Junior Quarter Horse convenine Tales’tTsum
latest issue oi'Holland lation and acute housin& shor' c?me
class,no,teJ
at her
Hearld, a Netherlands news- ldf,eand the innovative teacher who tion scheduledlast week.
magazine, carries a story
de*Plte .t[ie. uplllc1a1'a : accepted the challenge of a
Miss Stam also represented
the shattered image of Old vjn Voorst maintains Holland
multi - age classroom in late Michigan at the first National
Holland taken from an article tiaJ n]uc|] torecommend
August and spent many hours Conventionin Amarillo, Texas,
in Newsweek written by Bruce excellenteducation, medical
in 1970. The convention is limpreparing for it.
van Voorst, former local resi* eare. , amon8
.^esl m die
She mentioned the beginning ited to the directors and addent and currently head of the w01'
P0\'e.rtyv!irtua vP/!'1' teacher who spent every mor- visors of affiliated state junior
Rnnn-Berlin Newsweek bureau existent. Crime is negligible,teacner wno spent every mor
Bonn Benin iNewsweeK oureau. .
extremelv low ning for one week in late August associations.Also attending as
Bruce, who formerly worked suiuae idles exiremei>
classroom to eet readv a director is Cindy Reigle of
for the Holland Sentinel and | ‘‘In short,’' sums up the
her classroomto get ready Holly. Mich., and Mr. and Mrs.
for the new challenge. . .plus
radio stationWHTC, visitedthe Michigan man, the NetherStuart Hinkins of Bay City.
‘other Holland”some time ago !ands is a land of paradoxes,
™anJho °^r
oiner
nouanu some ume ago
- institutions I teachers who spent far more Hinkins is an adult advisor to
the Michigan youth group.
Both girls are active members of the Michigan Junior

nouaira
, .

Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Bol, and darker olive velvet trim, which
also formed her headpiece with
David Lee Ryzenga, son of Mr.
matching shoulder-length veil.
and Mrs. Gerald Ryzenga of She carried a nosegay of yellow
route 3, Holland exchanged wed- pompons.
ding vows Friday at the home
Dick Jones was best man.
of the bride.
At the reception held at the
The Rev. Bernard Mulder offi- bride’s home Mr. and Mrs.
ciated and Mrs. Joyce Kortman Richard Essenburg, brother-inaccompanied the soloist,Mrs. law and sister of the groom,
Henry De Ridder.
were at the punchbowl,Connie
Escorted by Henry De Ridder, Rhoda and Virginia Bol, the
the bride wore an empire gown bride’s sister, were in the gift
with lace bodice and standup room and Elaine and Ken Bol,
collar with lace bands accent- sister and brother of the bride,
ing the full skirt and bell were in charge of the guest
sleeves and edging the detach- book.
able chapel train. Her shoulderFollowing a Wisconsin and
length veil was secured by a northern Michiganwedding trip,
petal headpiece of matching the couple will be at home at
lace and she carried a white 14215 Quincy St.
Bible with white carnations and
The bride, a 1971 graduate of
yellow pompons.
is employed at The De Free Co.
Mrs. Duane Robbins, matron and the groom, a 1968 Hamilton
of honor, was her sister’s only High School groduate is emattendant. Her light olive green ployed by K-Line Industries.

Couple Exchanges

p

MiSS NoilCy StOHI

dmbuAh

Bride of Philip Russell

(Dykitraphoto)

Miss Kathleen Ellen Bol, 13057 brocade taffeta

"

almost forgotten.But West

vice
president, secretary, and as a
director. Miss Reigle is on he
0f directors of Michigan

of
cribbage. The

vf Junior Quarter Horse Associahand in tjon

nLce?j

rare thrill of a 29-point

convention,which was
happened Labor Day week- sc|ieduiedfor Aug. 3 through 7
end and it was dealt by Don jn connectjonwith the Youth
Haan while playing two-handed pjna|s Horse Show and the
cribbage in a cabin on Sand Nationa, 4 H Fina,s Horse Show
It

Lake in Manistee county where was postponeddue to the outthe two families were week- break of VEE
convention

m

endin8-

a fast pace this Friday
Jim had taken in three fives an(j Saturday at the Adolphus
and the jack of hearts and Don Hote| m Dallas,
obligingly cut a five of hearts, convention will close with

nH ope Reformed Church

_

_

News

will set

“

.
... , a dinner-dance on Saturday eveof the death of Lloyd njng Mjss stam
sbow.

bas

Kanters Sept. 2 in Racine, Wis., jng a two-yearold mare, Midat the age of 81. stirred some ^g^ Reward, and a gelding,

oW memories of

early days Hank-S

..

j,

Good

She has

m»Y°
j/
• te®0 requested to represent
Lloyds grandfatherlived in Michigan at the National4-H
the big house just east of Hoi- Finals Horse show in DallaSt
land Theatre now torn down Texas
,

for Burger King. The old building was a combination residence
Mrs. Philip Russell

Wedding

vows were

ex- statice.

changed by Miss Kathleen Vander Leek and Philip Russell

in

an 11 a.m. ceremony Saturday

at

Providence Christian Reformed Church. The Rev. Jerrien Gunnink officiatedand recorded music was used for the
ceremony.
Parents of the couple are
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Vander
Leek, 1421 South Shore Dr., and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Russell
of Kalamazoo.
Gowns for the bride and her
attendants were fashioned by
Mrs. Robert A r e n d s. The

Robert Houghton was best
with Rodney Schipper
groomsman and Jonathan Fuller. Jon Dykstra. John Heinsius and Thomas Vis, ushers.
A reception at Carousel
Mountain Lodge followed the
ceremony with Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Poest and Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Everett serving punch;
Miss Martha Corbin, Merlin
Whiteman, Miss Phyllis Kleder

man

in Galveston,

gown

Girard

located on River Ave.
operated a hardware store

Miss Sally Jean Korstangeof
Bellevue and Robert Jefferis
Voss of Dallas. Texas, were
united in marriage Saturday afternoon at the Hope Reformed
Church with Dr. D. Ivan Dykstra officiating.Mrs. Barbara
Veurink was organistat the Howard Douwstra as master
2 p.m. ceremony and Miss Jan and mistress of ceremonies.
The couple will be traveling to
Luben. soloist.
Padre Island on the Gulf of
Parents of the couple are Mr.

and Thomas Hooyman in the
gift room and Miss Toril Hagard in charge of the guest
book.

at Hope College.
The groom’s parents gave the
rehearsal dinner at Holiday

Knoll block on Eighth St. to go to the fellow who sits
Another Kanters was chief of and whittles with an electric
the Holland fire department in knife,
the days of the man-pulled hose Nothing can cure insomnia

to the seniors.

Middle Age: When the hardthe second floor of the No. 2
fire engine house, and later on est thing to raise in your garthe second floor of what is now den your knees.
Cumerford’s restaurantbefore The fellow who saves money
moving to City
today ^ not considered a miser
Mrs. Noelia R. De Leon, of —he’s a miracle man.
Success is relative. The more
158 College Ave., has come
across an old clipping from the success, the more relatives.
In some book stores today, it
Ottawa County Times of Aug.
30, 1907, which her brother-in- ! seems that the books that aren’t
law found in an attic in a house d‘rty are dustyon West 10th
A wonder drug is a medicine
With great pride, it announces that makes y°u wonder whether
the arrival of a new Mergent- you can afford to get sick these

Crash

Of Truck and

Auto

reels.

is

his aunt Jennie Kanters t‘me to get up.
was city librarian for
A garden is a thing of beauty
years, operating the library on and a job forever.

many

Hall.

Prenuptial parties included a

dinner party for the couple
given by Mr. and Mrs. David
Vander Leek and showers for
the bride hosted by Mrs. Johan-

St.

na Vander Leek and Mrs. Har-

ties said the semitrailer truck
and Mrs. Gordon Korstange of Mexico.
Four young people were in- was southboundon the U.S.-31i
The
bride is a graduate of
Bellevue and Mr. and Mrs.
jured in a truck-car collision at exit ramp and crossed Chicago
Daniel H. Voss Jr., Dallas, Hope College and the groom, a
graduate of North Texas State Chicago Dr. and . the U.S.-31 Dr. as the Scholten car was
Tex.
going west on Chicago Dr. The
Miss Candace Weaver and University,is a professional bypass in Holland township car struck the left rear of the
golfer.
Thursday
at
7:22
p.m.
Roger Voss attended the couple
truck.
as maid of honor and best A rehearsal dinner was given Transferred from Holland
man. Miss Weaver wore a by the groom’s parents at Point Hospital to St. Mary’s hospital
West.
in Grand Rapids with severe
floor-length gown of candleMrs. J. Volovlek
Showers
for
the
bride
were
lacerationswas Candy Stielstra,
light, brown and burnt-orange
given by Mrs. Waldo Franken- 15, of 731 West Lakewood Blvd.,
India print velvet with U-shapat
ed neckline and long gathered stein; Mrs. Marshall Cloyd, a passenger in the car driven
sleeves She carried an arm Mrs. W. W. Newton and Mrs. by David Scholten, 17, of 4667
WEST OLIVE— Mrs. Joseph
Morris Spencer: a tea was given Pine Dr., Holland.
She was listed in “good” (Mary ^Volovlek, ^89, ^of^ 15547
Lake Michigan Dr., died late
condition today.
Saturday in a Grand Haven
A
luncheon was given by Mrs.
Scholten was treated at HolThe bride wore her motherJames Erwin also of Dallas.
land Hospital for lacerationsof nursing home.
in-laws, gown of candlelightsaSurvivors include the husthe chin, arms and hands and
tin chanel in princess styling
band;
two daughters, Mrs.
released.
In 1867. the provinces of
with self covered buttons from
Two
other passengersin the Rudolph Resner and Mrs. Ralph
Nova
Scotia,
New
Brunswick,
the neckline to the hem. The
Dokey of Grand Haven; three
long sleeves were puffed at Quebec and Ontario— until then Scholten car were treated at
the hospital and released. Mike sons, Joseph and Edward of;
known
as
“British
North
Amerthe shoulder and her candlePas, 15, of 762 Riley St., suf- West Olive and Frank of Eastlight illusionshoulder - length ica”— joined in a confederation
whose centennial was observed fered bumps and bruises while manville; ten grandchildren and!
veil was held with a pearl studLinda Barrett, 13, of 540 Pine 20 great grandchildren.
ded tiara and trimmed at the in 1967.

|

haler linotyjf at The Times days.
office, doing away with the old
system of hand setting.It Truck, Car Collide
pointed out that the machine A semi - truck attemptinga
will set more type in a day left turn along southboundM-40
than "a whole string of hand at 48th St. collided with a car
compositors.”
northboundon the curve Friday
An interesting thing about I at 3 p.m. The truck was operatMergenthalerlinotype ed by James C. Rogers, 41. of
machine is that it has changed Route 2, Zeeland. The car was
but little from the original driven by Hudson Y. Soo, 24, of
machine. The picture shown in Kalamazoo.

The truck driver, Raymond
Resendes,36, of Islip Terrace,
N. Y., was not injured.
Ottawa county sheriff’s depu-i

the

i

’

Hats Off!

|

Succumbs

like the realization that it

And

.

Inn.

Young People
in

.

Lovely 17-year-old Kathy Van
Dyke, Hamilton High School senior, is shown receiving her
crown, after being crowned the 1971-72 Homecoming
queen during the halftime activities at the Hamilton-Lee
football game Friday evening. The Hawkeyes' quarterback
Ted Yoak was Miss Van Dyke's escort for the game which
was won by Hamilton 38-12. The float trophy was awarded

HOMECOMING QUEEN -

with

Injured

-

with A few laughs. . .
a Mr. Standard known as The first prize for being the
Kanters and Standard in the toziest man in the world has

vin Zoerhoff; Mrs. Preston Rigterink,Mrs. Charles Zeiser and
(Luneke photo)
Mrs. Harvey Poll and by Mrs.
borders with old-fashionedcanembroideredbutterfly John Vander Leek, Mrs. Martin
dlelightlace. She carried a cotrim and carried white roses, D e Vries and Mrs. John
lonial bouquet of orange pinoclavender mums and purple Stephenson.
chio roses, pale yellow pompons
and candlelight,baby’s breath.
Crest Dr., suffered lacerations
The receptionwas held at 4
of the hand.
Point West with Mr. and Mrs.

Mrs. Robert JefferisVoss

Tex.

!

of

and bell sleeves was accented
with bands of heavy lace. She
carried white roses and purpletinted baby’s breath.
The matron of honor, Mrs.
Timothy Vander Puy of Madison, Wis., a cousin of the
bride, and the bridesmaid,
Miss Patricia Russell of Kalai mazoo, sister of the groom,
wore tailored A - line gowns
of violet coarse, linnen with
standing shaped collars, em| pire waists and bell sleeves

day. Of course, refinements like

electronic components have
been added in recent years,
Linotype machines always
used to be black. But at The

Lloyd’s uncles were active in
the business life of Holland. I Sentinel they are painted green
Rokus operated a grocery store w'to touches of red buff. Much
where Reliable Cycle is now more interestingthat way.

Followinga wedding trip to
Stratford.Ont., the couple will
white embossed cotton with be at home at 217*6 West Uth
oval neckline, empire waist St. completingtheir educations

bride’s tailored A-line

the Times clipping looks just
like the machines in the composing room of The Sentinel to-

with offices on the street level
for R. Kanters and sons, marine
harbor contractors. This firm
dealt with such large contracts
as the west entrance to the
Welland Canal in Canada and

(Essenbergphoto)

THE BIG

DUTCHMAN

SALUTES

HOLLAND’S UNITED

89

FUND VOLUNTEERS
New

facet

and tome not to new

are again contributingtime at United Fund
Volunteers to on# of man’t oldest
while causes

RECORD CATCH

—

.

.

helping man.

We

and most

worth-

proudly salute theso

volunteers and feel sure that Holland residents will
Mrs. Joseph Lang of Holland and her

son Joseph Jr. of Bloomfield Hills recently returned
from a successful fishing trip in the Pacific Ocean off the
coast of Acapulco, Mexico. Mrs. Lang reported that her
son's catch

.

shown next

to her

which stood 9'8'' and weighed

163 pounds was a record catch. Mrs. Lang's sail fish (left)
tipped the scales at 133 pounds and stood 9'.

'\

support their cause.

HOLLAND MOTOR EXPRESS.
Qamiil Office.,Holland,

INC.

Michigan
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Sunday School

!»•* k

Lesson

mm

Sunday, Oct. 10

God Creates a Community
Exodus 19:1-8; I Peter
By C. P. Dame

2:9-10

fe

Jfc

'

MUr

This series of lessons is fixing

our minds on God, who He

what He

does,

how He

is,

acts

and reveals Himself. This

it*
les-

The Home of the
Holland City New*

son tells about God creating a
Published every community, by making a covejThursday by the
Sentinel Printing Co.
Office. 54 • 56 Weat
Eighth Street.Holland,
Michigan.49423
Second class postage paid at
Holland. Michigan.

nant with

W. A. Butler
Editor and Publisher

promised

f

Israel.

God msde an offer to a
people. God had called Moses
I..

mm.

to lead Israel out of Egypt and
bring them to the land He had

to Abraham. The

Israelitesleft Egypt and in a
miraculous manner crossed the
392-2314 Red Sea and were led into the
News Items
Advertising
392-2311 wildernessand after traveling
about six weeks they reached
The publisher shall not be liable Mt. Sinai, which is also called
(or any error or error* in printing
my advertisingunless a proof of Horeb. When God called Moses
such advertisingshall have been to liberate Israel He promised
obtained by advertiser and returned
by him in time for corrections with him that He would serve him
such errors or corrections noted upon this mountain
Exodus
plainly thereon: and in such case
3:12b.
This
promise
was
fulIf any error so noted is not cor-

mmM

Telephone

Subscriptiona __

fPt

V If

—

rected. publishers liability shall not
exceed such
portion of the

a

filled.

“And Moses went up unto
entire cost of such advertisement
as the space occupiedby the error God” — climbed the mountain,
bears to the whole space occupied and got away from the noise
by such advertisement.
and confusion of the camp and

LOCAL CHAMPS

—

1*1

1

•

-

a

>

..mi

—

The local Punt, Pass and Kick compe
tition co-sponsoredby R.E. Barber and the Holland Jay
cees was held Saturday with the winners pictured (left to
right). Third place winners front row are Tom Doyle, Tom
Fabiano, Ken Stam, Jon lunderberg, Brent Ference and
Ross Nykamp. Second place winners are shown in the second
row. They include Randy Holkeboer, Kelly George^ Bradley

it

X

r

ms oi subscription
communed with God who gave
One year, $7.00; six months. him a message to give to “the
$4.00; three months. $2.50; single
copy. 10c U.S.A. and possessions house of Jacob” also called
subscriptionspayable in advance
and will be promptly discontinued “the children of Israel.” The
name “Israel” has spiritual
if not renewed.
Subscriberswill confer a favor significance.God reminded Moby reportingpromptly any irregularity In delivery.Write or phone ses of what He had done to
List Winners
392-2311.
the Egyptians at the Red Sea,
and how He had led Israel thus
HARVEST MOON,
far. The nation was under obli- Punt, Pass
SHORTER DAYS
gations to God.
A bright Harvest Moon and God offered to make Israel Kick
shortening days are among the His own possession among all
The local Punt, Pass and
astronomical features of Oct- people.” Note that God took the
tober, says the Universityof initiative.This offer implied Kick competition was held
Michigan astronomer Hazel M. that Israel would obey God Saturday at 22nd St. with the
Losh.
and keep His commandments winners* announced.The event
Defined as the full moon and be “a kingdom of priests, was co-sponsored by R.E. Barnearest the autumnal equinox, and a holy nation.” God made ber and the Holland Jaycees.
The first place winners will
the Harvest Moon first appeared a sovereign choice.
compete Saturdayin zone comMonday. The peculiarityof this
II. A response pleases God.
moon, Prof. Losh notes, is that “And all the people answered petition at Kelloggs Field in
1

f|SP%

Mi
W

Kraai, Kevin Beerthuis

and Dennis Lawson. Shown in

the

third row are the first place winners, Derk Teusink,Kelly
Drooger, Rodney Arendsen, Steve Greij, Paul Doyle and Rick
Ter Haar. Holland Jaycees in the top row are Morris Peterson, Jack Van Kampen, Chuck Wojann and Larry Den Uyl.
David Finn was absent from the photo.
(Sentinel photo)

Of

And

Competition

it

rises at very nearly the

same and

hour for several nights in sue
cession.
The reddish hue of the Harvest Moon while near the horizon is attributableto the earth’s
atmosphere, she explains. The

molecules of the air and the
suspendeddust particles“strip”
most of the blue rays in light,
allowing red to dominate. The
Harvest Moon may also look
larger than usual while near
the horizon, but Prof. Losh says
this effect is considered an

said All that the Lord has
will do.” Before the
people made this promise God
had spoken to Moses, 4nd he
in turn had spoken to the elders
and they presented the offer to
the rank and file of the people.
Here is a fine example of real

spoken we

Grand Rapids.
First place winners include

Derk Teusink, eight-years-old,

Kelly Drooger, nine-years-old,
Rodney Arendsen, 10-years-old,
Steve Greij, 11 - years - old,
Paul Doyle, 12-years-old and
Rick Ter Haar, 13-years-old.
Second place winners were
communication.Before a deciRandy
Holkeboer, (eight), David
sion was made the people
Finn
(nine), Kelly George (10),
were informed.The whole na-

optical illusion.
Another feature of October is

Bradley Kraai (11), Kevin Beerttion made a commitment.If
huis (12) and Dennis Lawson
the nation had kept the promises made to God the history (13).
The third place finishers were
of the nation would have been
as follows:Tom Doyle, (eight);
far different. Making a promise
Fabiano, (nine); Ken
ios ne hni.tegiskenpigan-it

the noticeable shortening of

is one thing, keeping it is an-

Stam, (10); Jon Lunderberg,
(11); Brent Ference, (12); and

God has one people. The ^oss \vkamp, (13
early church took the promises
they will be reduced to 10 hours
and honors God bestowed upon
and 20 minutes by the end of
Israel and claimed them. There
October.
is but one church and it is
Among the stars prominent composed of people whom God
to
in October’s skies are Capella
chose; it is “a chosen generaIII.

Mrs. Vargo

and the celebrated clusterPleiation, a royal priesthood, a holy
des, accordingto the U-M as- nation, a peculiar people” — in
tronomer.
short God’s own people. The
Capella rises in the north- task of this church is to “de-

east around sunset. It is the clare the wonderful deeds of
third brightest star visible from Him who called you out of
northern latitudes. Capella. darkness into His marvellous
which has a temperature and light.” The church is composed
yellow color very much like of changed people who seek to
our sun, was called the “Driv- change others so that all may
er” by ancient Arabs because conform to the Lord Jesus
it appeared early in the evening Christ.
as if to help guide their night-

Dads Post 132
Makes Ready
Convention

an hour after
sunset, Prof. Losh says. With
For
six easily observedstars forming a tiny dipper, the cluster Local
was mentioned as early as
2.400 B.C. in China. Addition- The Dads of Foreign Service
ally, it is noted in the Bible and Veteranshad a special meeting
was worshipped by the Egyp- last Tuesday at the VFW Post
tians. Prof. Losh says Halloween to discuss and appoint the comcan be traced back to the cus- mittees for the Department of
tom of worshippingor feasting Michigan State Convention
which will be held in Holland
to the Pleiades.
June 23-25, 1972.
There are 47 posts in the Department of Michigan with
around 3,000 members. With
delegates and their wives, the
Dads are expecting approximately 250 to 300 people to attend the 23rd Annual Convention. The president, Fabe Lichtenberg, of the National Dads
Foreign
Sen-ice Organizaof _____
0 ________
_______
in the east about

__

Farm establishment on 144th Ave, assume the same positions they were in Sept. 21 when Ted Lightfieldof Burlington, Wis., "froze" to the handle of a crank when a snorkd
of his feed truck came near a power wire and sent 4,800
volts down the boom Lightfield'struck was just around
the corner of this feeder base, and Mast gave a lusty kick

Tom

days, Prof. Losh says. Twelvehour days begin the month, but

time caravans. Prof. Losh notes.
The Pleiades comes into view

REENACT SCENE — Harold Mast (on ground) and Henry
Walker (on ladder),employes of the Tulip City Duck

___________

Is

-

Hostess

Clarence Jalring a 50Hi anniversarycelebrationMonday
(left) presented a plaque to Alfred
night in Holiday Inn. John Muller current
Joldcrsma (center) as the only charter president, is at right. Jalvmg missed being

Xi Beta Tau

member

CHARTER MEMBER

*

r

/
if
'
still

active in the Exchange Club

at

a charter

I L T)^
the horae of txch.QnQ6 L tub Kgvlcws

Rob^vargo
The business meeting

I/

ning was

S^Half
Than.

America's best known lady,
the Statue of Liberty, is 82
years old. The last rivet of the
For Miss Vicki Lenters
151-foot-tall statue, a gift from
As main speaker, Earl J. Miss Vicki Lenters was hon- France, was driven on Oct. 28,
Hill of Jackson,a former elec
1866. at dedication ceremonies
ored with a bridal shower Tuestrical engineer for Consumers
attended
by President Grover
day given by Peg Miller, Pat

member by two

f

Spec. 4

Marriage Licenses

\

MPa County)
vvm..v
(Ottawa

l

Given

OF

T

UNITED

Michigan.

Mayor

-

-

by:
Bench, Mrs. Jack Bonzelaar, 0f ciub minutes said first meetMuss Lenters will become owned
Randal! Frencn, V\
and
time
and
Dr.
Kools,
an
ExchanArnold
Dood.
I
Dorothy
Butler, Wllfotd Arthur
the bride of Glenn Brink on
Mrs. Lloyd Dunwiddie, Mrs. ings actually were held in 1920
Butler
Jr,. Holland. Michigan;
Hampson, Mrs. Roger Hattem, but the charter was received in gite, was advertising on the
Dec. 3.
John Donald French,Birmingham,
Mrs. Russel Hedrick. Mrs. 1921. He said A. A. Visscher front page of the Holland Sen- Two Cars Collide
i Michigan:Margaret
Hawes.
Battle Creek. Michigan.Marquerit*
Walter Benjamin Steward, 27,
Hendricks, Mrs. Paul Lambert. was the first president, Sears tinel which in those days carF. Miller, Venice. Florida
Mrs. Lightfoot, Mrs. David McLean the first vice president ried a lot of ads on page 1. of St. Johns, suffered minor in- Two Cars in Crash
8. The known bondholders,mortjuries
in
the
collision
of
the
car
gagees,
and other securityholdHe
also
learned
that
a
ChevroCars driven by Betty A. Rio*,
Rogers, Mrs. Richard Van- and Otto Kramer the treasurer.
ers owning or holding 1 per cent
Haven, Mrs. Vargo, Mrs.Ernest Membership at first was limited let cost $710 and an Overland he was driving and one operat- 36, of 180 East 18th St., and or more or total amount of bonds.
Wenzel. Mrs. Donald Williamsl to 75 members but in 1923 it $695, and that the Exchange ed by Jeanette Mulder, 76, of 80 Lois T. Vanderlet, 51, of Grand mortgages or other securities:
,
ia Mrs. James Wissink.
wisshik.|rose
rose to 100.
juud
iur a West 16th St.. Sunday at 1:44 Rapids, collidedFriday at 3:14 9. Paragraphs 7 and 8 ,
Club was onering
offering ?>iuu
$100 for
and
include.
The next meeting will be held He reviewed service projects slogan to be paid in gold coin. p.m. at 17th St. and River Ave. p.m. at Central Ave. and 17th In cases where the stockholder or
lions is expected to attend with
: the home of Mrs. David 0f the club but said the out- Jalving later said the motto Police said the Mulder car was St. Police said the Rios car securityholder appears upon the
books of the company as trustee
officers of the State organixa- «
0n»m'8
~ ‘
stand accomplishmentwas the was “Unity for Service.” eastboundon 17th while Stew- was westboundalong 17th while or In any other fiduciary relation,
Good Fellows Foundation in the ; There also were greetings ard was southbound along the Vanderlet car was heading the name of the person or corporation for whom such trustee is
north on Central.
are^plannlng^well In ^advance i A celebrant is one who eeie- 1930's which first financed ton- from Ralph Juchartz, Michigan River.
acting, also the statementsin the
two paragraphs show the affiant's
and district president No. 4 of
for the convention. Emil Le brates a religious rite, not a sillectomies for children
full knowledge and belief as to
.u„v..vo
and Wyandotte, and George Wallace The state of Maine produces
the circumstances and conditions
Jeune was appointed chairman person who celebrates New later milk, hot lunches
Year’s Eve. He is called a dental work. He recalled the Jr., Michigan district directorof 95 per cent of the blueberries
under which stockholders and
of the convention with co-chau security holders who do not
in the U. S.
days of Exchangites selling the Grand Rapids.
men Steven Roberts, Henry Visappear upon the books of the company as trustees, hold stock and
scher, Earl Kennedy, and Lloyd'
securities in a capacity other than
Zimmerman.
that of a bona fide owner. Names
and addresses of individuals who
Other chairmen include Lester
are stockholdersof a corporation
Volkers, Donald Miller, presiwhich itself is a stockholderor
holder of bonds, mortgages or
dent of Post 132, Jack Nieboer,
other securities of the publishing
Clarence De Vries, Elmer
corporation have been includedin
Oudemolen, Martin Klomparparagrhphs 7 and 8 when the
interests of such individuals are
ens, George Den Uyl, George
equivalentto 1 per cent or more
Bocks and Hascall Pierce.
of the total amount of the stock
or securities of the publishing corThe next meeting will Ik? held

Oct.

,
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None.
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poration.

26.

Average Nu. Single
Copies Each Issue
During Nearest
Precedingto Filing
12 Months Date

Issue

5

Holland High Students

Receive

10.

Commendations

A.

1

1

Scholarship Corporation.

i

Total No.

Copies

printed (net press

Five Holland High School
1 students have received letters

Ricky Allen Mac Kav, 19. Co- of commendation for high peropcrsville and Vicki Marie ; formance on the 1971 National
Lyons, 18. Grand Haven; Joseph : Merit Scholarship Qualifying
Bolte 62, and Vivian Phyllis | Test, according to Principal
Boersema, 43, Holland: Ralph Fred F. Bertsch.
Smith 22, Howell, Mich., and Named were JeffersonLieSusan Kowalesky. 23, Grand; vense. John Lugten, Thomas
Haven: Dennis Alvin Rantz, 19, | Van Wyncn, James Vrielmg
and Mary Alice Saucedo,21, and Gary Wessels.
Holland; ’ Martin Ippel, 24, They were among 35,000 stuSpring Lake, and Sherry Ann dents in the nation who scored
Schrader.23, Muskegon. Larry | in the- upper two per cent of
Douglas Helton. 21. and Betty those who are expected to
Jean Maynard. 20. of Holland; j graduate from high school in
Douglas ’Dams, 19, and Linda 1972. The commended students
joy Dornbos, 19, Holland; Don- rank just below the 15,000 semiaid Tuinstra, 19, Zeeland, and finalists announced in SeptemDebra Kay Ulberg. 19. Hudson- her by the National Merit

ville,

Is

-

celebrator.

-

Bridal Shower

who

r

|

DISCHARGED

years.
(Sentinel photo)

Century of Service

|

Calvin Van Tatenhove,son
of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Van Tatenhove,3017 120th
Ave., arrived home Sunday
after his discharge from the
U.S. Army. He took his basic
training at Fort Knox. Ky.,
and served 14 months in
Vietnam in Long Binh.

(Sentinel photo)

served as personnel direcMiller. Gretchen Otten and_Cleveland.
tor and in public relations,deconducted by the
Rose Piers.
STATEMENT
OWNERSHIP.
livered a talk on “The Pursuit
Mrs. Robert Hampson
Games were played, dupli- MANAGEMENT AND HRCUEV;
TION REQUIRED BV TOE ACT
of Happiness.” By turns serious
thp Chap'
By-Laws and Rules of the
cate prizes awarded, and lunch OK * (H
-3, 1962; SECTION
iiixl humorous, Hill said happiir were discussed ana
title 39.
ter
and revisea.
revised.; Reminiscencesof a half cen- ; Sentinel Good Fellows edition,
was served.
ness
is
a
journey,
not
a
destiMrs. Phillip Adams reviewed i tury were a highlightof the 50th and also paid tribute to two
Attending were the Mesdames STATES CODE.
1. Date of Filins — Oct. 7. 19il
the handbook of Beta Sigma anniversarycelebration of the local members, Jacob Fris and nation: it is a passport for giv- Edward Brink, Gillis Lenters, '2 Title of Pu oil' AOOO — The
ing
and
living geared to serthe
late
Dr.
William
Westrate
Holland
Exchange
Club
at
its
Holland City News.
Phi. A new practiceof the chapRonald Tucker, Kenneth Kor3. Frequency of Issue— Thursday
vice, respect and love.
ter will be to study the hand- Ladies Night Monday in Holiday Sr., who became state presitering, and the Misses Donna
Location of Known Office of
He told his audience they Brink, Sandra Brink, Ruth Ann 4. Publication
dents.
The HoUand
Inn.
book at each meeting.
Evening Sentinel. Holland.
The cultural program was Clarence Jalvmg, an almost
In congratulating thee lub on slJoulcJ .not **
Brink, Gina Lenters. Diane
_
presentedby Mrs. Allen Hen- charter member lacking but its 50th anniversary,
t1'1"!?. and sf‘°uUl.I,sten Haverdink, Carol Hoekstra,
5. Locationof the Headquartera
better,” should act not react,
or
General
Business
OffUcs
two
years
of
a
50-year
record,
dricks and Mrs. David LightL. W. Lamb Jr. had probed the
Kathy Berens, Beth Hulst,
of the Publishers
The
not return incivility for incivilfoot on “An Experience.”Mrs. presented a plaque to A. C. Sentinel files of May, 1921, and
Eleanor dipping. Mary Deur,
Holland Evening Sentinel
ity, return good for evil, and
Holland.Michigan.
Hendricks and Mrs. Lightfoot Joldersma, one of four living pieced together the city of that
Nancy Bos, Kathy Wierda,
6. Publisher — W. A. Bullet.
get rid of those self-generated
gave highlights on their three charter members and the only day. He learned there were
Sandy Schutte, Linda Eller,
Holland. Michigan.
Editor— W. A. Butler. Holland.
week trip to Europe. They one still active in the club.
Peggy Schaap, Bev Eding, Sally
Michigan.
showed slides of the eight coun- Others are Harris Meyer of
Slagh, Ruth Kooiker.Jacalyn
Managing Editor
W. 4tries they visited on the Soror- Kalamazoo, James De Pree at
Dykstra and Marlene Haveman.
Butler, Holland,Michigan
7.
The
owner
Is
Sentinel
Printing
93 currentlyin Florida and
ity - sponsored tour.
Unable to attend were Miss Company (a corporation), Holland,
Attending the meeting were Earnest C. Brooks of Holland.
Myra Blystra and Miss Julainc Michigan, whose entire outstanding common capital stock is
Schipper.

™

1

Wisconsinman from the equipment.

C.

Xi Beta
A1
DC lit Tau
14U members
Ilicuiucia Ul
of
Beta Sigma Phi Sorority met
M?°d

to free the

run

TAKING BASIC

B. Paid Circulation
1. Sales through
dealers and carriers, street vendors and counter
sales
2. Mail Subscrip-

-

Bruce
Lane Wiersma, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Glenn Frederick
Wiersma of 4848 120th Ave.,
was enlisted into the U; S.
Navy in Detroit on Sept.
22 after which he left for
Great Lakes, 111., to begin

PREPARE BOOK SALE — Ever since their last used book
event in 1970, members of the Holland Branch of the
AAUW have been sorting and checking and marking boxes
of books in the basement of Herrick Public Library. Shown

here sorting books for the Oct. 16 used book sale at the
Civic Center are, left to right, Mrs. Earl Siems, Mrs. Norman Lunderberg and Mrs. Donald Rohlck. The project of
the AAUW each year is used for its scholarship fund.
(Sentinel photo)

nine weeks of trainingat the
Naval Recruit Training Center. Wiersma, a 1971 graduate of West Ottawa Senior

High School, has chosen
the medical - dental
for his training.

field

tions

tion

C. Total paid circula-

88li

830

806
806

743
743

D. Free

distribution
(hicludingsamples)
by mail, carrier or
other means
E. Total distribution
(Sum of G and

F Office use,

D)

806

74.7

leffc

ing

80

87

A)

886

830

over, unaccounted,
spoiled after printG. Total (Sum of E &
F— should equal net
press run shown in

.

I certifythat the statements
made by me above are correct
and complete.
vv a miTT.rn o.iMteh.,.
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M/55 Kathleen Arnoldink

Wed

to

Ronald Steenwylc

197t

7,

'

Engaged 'Newlyweds Are Making
^

ome

^[0

in ^0^urn^LiS'

X

Miss Betty Ann Zwagerman
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Zwager
96th Ave., Zoe-j
land, announce the engageimn*.

man, route 1,

of their daughter, Betty Ann, to

Marshall Bruischart,son of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bruis
chart. 199 East 40th St.
An Oct. 29 wedding is plan
ned.

,

Klaas Bonthuis, 58,
Dies in California

SAN DIMAS.

Calif. - Klaas

Bonthuis, 50, former Holland
resident died at his

I

I

KICKOFF SPEAKER - Salvation Army Col.
Sadie Chesham and Greater Holland Uni-

Old Hat program in
city of Chicago and how she

three years with the

the inner
worked with young people under 10 years
of age. Jurries holds Col. Chesham's latest
book of poetry which won the Chicago
Poetry Award in 1970. The campaign, with
goal of $204,436, continues through Nov. 1.
(Sentinel photo)

ted Fund campaign chairman James L. Jurries meet during the kickoff dinner at Holiday Inn Thursday under a campaign poster.
Col. Chesham, an author and a third generation Salvationist,told some 160 persons
at the dinner of her experiencesduring

Col. Sallie

Chesham

Mrs. Ronald Lee

here

-

Steenwyk

Mrs. Richard James Staat
Mr. and Mrs. Richard James' Staat, sisters of the groom.

(dcV.iMpho.oi Holland : a son, fienc and a
Friday evening in the Graaf- of honor. She was attired in a daughter. Anita, both in Cansdhap c|)ristianR

e

formed!

,

"g^n®

K?

‘jju

™pjj|p*re Codin' | ^"'vandon Bn'Ir'of11 HoHiini'L! Columbus' Oliio.'Tullowing

i_ — ~ . =

%

then yeUm

hiM”

^ ^
S

S

• anu uisnup sieeves,
Hope
sleeves. uie iiencp
,encb !
2,4
!
Arnoldink and Ronald Lee cuffs had three covered orange Federal Permit Sought
The
Rev.
Paul
W.
Stanku
offi-|bestman. The groomsmen and
Steenwyk exchanged their wed- buttons attached. The bodice of
Jay Lankheet, of 1329 Bay
ding vows before the Rev. the gown and stand-up collar
Alan Petroelje, the groom’s featured orange, gold, brown
corps of Engineers m Detroit "Adding
Murphy. The ring bearer
uncle, and the Rev. Bernard green and silver flowered emIot a federal pel
to ton- T1)e t,l l(|e is the former Eliza Michael Kougicr. nepheu of

T ells

Of Inner City Program

|

1

|

music.

m

,7 Gue-Nau-

!

Den Ouden. Wedding music for broidery. She carried a basket
1,
Mb Ann Svbosma. daughterof the groom
the occasion was providedby filled with fall colored flowers,
Mr- •"’<l Mls Wtov Svlx'sm.i. All outdoor reception was held
Mrs. Wallace Boeve, while the with gold and brown streamers and niUbS
outlo 1 of We
js at lhe horar o( tl„. groom s
bride's uncle, Donald Blaauw, and wore flowers in her hair,
Bing located abo two
£ Rittiarii r,\aal
was the soloist. The bride also | The maid of honor's gown and
east of the mouth 0
The bride attended Saginaw
sang to the groom.
the bridesmaids’gowns were
Parents of the couple are all made by the bride’s aunt,
7,
i
. .....
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Arnol- Mrs. Donald Blaauw.
(.ter Uiu CM ...u Oct. 9. •'«•>>>>' «*». *>
signed and made her own gown -r
A
Miss Jayne Steenwyk, sister
dink, 663 Church St., Holland,
of white embroideredsatin' I
wOlTGlS
and Mr. and Mrs. Louis Steen- of the groom, and Miss Kenlyn
Blaauw, cousin of the bride, ed the punch bowl. Gift room trimmed with lace at the nL‘c^' pc,rr.rin:70rJ Af
wyk 1972 104th, Zeeland.
its were Mr. and Mrs. line and sleeves and yellow K6C0y Ml
The bride, escorted by her were bridesmaids.They were i attendants
father, wore a gown of white dressed like the honor attendant | William Klungle and Mr andivelvet ribbon at the empire
waist. Her chapel train was
chiffon featuring a lace band in yellow green crepe gowns Mrs. Henry Viening.
at i made
_______
ol imported
r ..... white
...... .
lace
around the empire bodice, bis- and carried similar baskets. Providing entertainment _________
hop sleeves and wide french They also wore flowers in their the reception were friends of which hung from her headpiece Gumdrop golfers decoratthe bride. Miss Laurel Mellema of lace petals, pearls and ed the tables at Tara Monday
cuffs made of lace and fastened hair.
jby six covered white buttons, The groom chose his brother and Andy Koning, guitarists,baby's breath. The bride carried njgto as 40 members of the
-After 5” women's golf league
TTje stand-up collar of the gown Steven as his best man and the Clare Elders sang, accompan- a bouquet of
was made of the same lace and bride’s brother, John Arnol- ' ied by his guitar, and Mr. For her matron of honor the , gathered for their annual
hem of the gown was edged by dink, and Reed Brown were the Blaauw closed with singing bride chose Mrs. Roberta Ann awa,^ banquet. Marian KinderMurphy who was attired in a man was elected president of
eight inches of lace. The bride’s groomsmen.Donald Steenwyk, "0 Perfect
The couple left on a southern gold gown ol embroidered satin
for the 1972 season
chapel-length mantilla fell from cousin of the groom, and Wila camelot headpiece which was liam Steenwykr brother of the wedding trip. They will make trimmed with lace and a gold 1 Wjnning first p|ace trophies
edged in similar lace. She car- groom, seated the guests. their new home in Holland. velvet ribbon at the empire in ,he August match plav tourThe reception followed at Hoi- where the bride is employed in waist. The headpiece was made nami,nt were Nancy Gasper
ried an orchid and stephanotis
on an open white Bible. The land Christian High School with the newsroom of The Holland j of gold imported lace and baby’s A,ice Cu,lom Klithryn
and
Van Hmu>
bride’s gown was fashioned by Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Huisman Evening Sentinel and the groom breath. She carried daisies and

7 m

j

The Greater Holland United! ned destruction in the ghettos
Fund campaign opened Thurs- by ^ street gangs ^and urged
the Old Hat to remain open
day with a kickoff dinner at

home

Wednesday. He had moved to
California from Holland many
years ago.
Surviving are his wife, the
dormer Evelyn Essenburg of

K'E

ndes ^

!

.

, Columbus

I

IT

7*

^

«

on the planned evenings.
the Holiday Inn where Salva- Col. Chesham said soon thej
tion Army Col. Sallie Chesham gang leader began frequenting
addressed about 160 workers, the Old Hat because his youngvolunteers and others interested er brother had been welcomed
in the United Fund.
at the program.
The goal this year Is $204,436 The gang leader told her the
to help support the work of 10 Old Hat was a place "where
health and welfare agencies in they don’t kick me out.” The
Holland and 36 others in the planned destruction did not take
state and nation. The campaign place that summer, she said,
continues through Nov.
j United Fund campaign chairCol. Chesham, an author and man James L. Jurries introa native of Detroitwho founded duced campaign chairmen and
an inner city program in Chica- urged workers to tell the story
James Lampen
go, told of her experiences of the needs in Holland to the
with the Old Hat program and citizens.
how seven college students, in- He said pilot campaigns bad
Directs
eluding her two children, turned been completed at Michigan
three store buildingsinto a hav- 1 Bell Telephone where more than Division
en for youngsters of the neigh- 50 per cent of the employes
borhood under 10 years.
pledged Fair Share giving, and
ZEELAND - James Lampen. Mrs. Garv Heneveld.
presiding.Miss Judy Steenwyk. £ a lab technician at Portable yellow
Runnerup trophieswent to Joyce
With no operating funds, the at Steketee - Van Huis I n c..
yellow were the bridesmaids,
small group obtained materials where employe giving was up
tUu.c in one i Miss Susan Marie Sybesma,
with which to conduct the pro- 40 per cent and the firm gift day was named head of the
I - ! Tax time has come
gram and attracted a number was up 50 per cent from last Commercial-Retail division of The bride chose her sister. 1 Miss Kristi Jo Nieboer and [ form or other since the earliest sister of the bride. Miss Retha * • .
of youngsters including the year.
the Zeeland United
Miss Debbie Arnoldink. as maid Miss Gretchen Derksen attend- days of recordedhistory. Louise Staat and Miss Emilie
thp r0nSolation
A singing group from Albion Lampen and his three ehil---\
brother of a street gang leadI
tournament were presented t<»
High school, the Ecumenical dren live at 452 Alice St. The
er.
division has
It was the summer of 1967, Choir, provided a musical in- Commercial-Retail
Col. Chesham recalled, that po- terlude before the keynote ad- a u'mpaign goal of $5,200.
Prizes for average low gross
Assisting Lampen in the camlice warned of rumors of plan- dress.
Pertaining to the building school planning. Under curricu- were won by Nancy Gasper,
Five
new
board
members
| that the new school year began
paign are Gladys Blauwkamp,
were elected at the annual meet- with a balance of $15,093.98, fund, Zwier announced through lum, the superintendent noted Millie Anderson.Kathryn FredWith Kuipers and Terry Mar- Merle Vredeveld, Arden Shuck, ing of the Holland Christian compared with a deficit of $93,- his annual report that total debt significant innovationsin ele- ricks and Gert Van Zanten. Low
Gerrit Van Kampen, Glenn
I link running at will behind the
of the building fund now stands mentary social studies, English put! honors went to Evelyn
Wyngarden, Kelly Yntema, Gord School Society held Thursday 710.11 one year ago.
He called attentionto the fact at $636,790.02.Total contribu- and mathematics.He also gave Joyner, Grace Fredricks, Alice
night in the Christian High
fine blocking of tackle Roy Raterinkand Art Klamt.
that two big sources of extra lions to the building fund dur- brief reports on various board Kragt and Annette Bratt.
Moeller and company, the The Zeeland United Fund goal School auditorium.
revenue during the past year ing the 1970-71 school year
Winning birdie awards were
New
board
members
named
Dutch were determined to put this year is $27,279.
are George Brink, Stanley El- were state funds and a deficit amounted to $139,359.40. a de- Principal Paul Mulder of the Alma Zwagerman and Daughn
some more points on the
Schjpper, with chip-in prizes golens, Gordon Grevengoed,Earl drive which netted a combined crease of $11,000from the prior high school also gave informaVander Meulen and Dr. Gordon total of $250,000. He reported
tion on high school acitiviUes jng |0 Theraa Homkes. Joyce
Deur. Retiring members are that as of Aug. 31 there is a
Supt. Mark Vander Ark pre- and cirriculum changes during Russell. Marie Ten Harmsel,
WYOMING - Holland High’s Holland’s first pass completion from quarterback Larry
Vernon Beelen, Warren Mulder, parent contributiondeficit of seated his annual report and the past year. Significant high Mjjdmj Cullom. Murph Van
AU • State football candidate
Horn to Kuipers set up the
Rev. Thomas Vanden Heuvel, $101,536.07. He also reported touched on numerous items school changes occurred in Voorst. Jean Wvngarden. IlanRandy Kuipers was the offen- second TD, as the play cov- Miss Mary Jo Rutgers, who Jack Vannette and Gordon Van that the Sustaining Membership that pertained to the whole English with a switch to mini- na|, jjppjng Fran Barnes and
sive show here Friday night as ered 31
will be married to Dave Breu- Tuinen.
Fund during the past school school system. He noted that nine week courses and a num- joan vahrenwaldRinger chart
the Dutch won their second
Thc Dutch were faced with a'ker on Nov. 13, was honored at
Society members also heard year showed a deficit of $39,691.- the enrollment had dropped to ber of new offerings in mathe- prjzes were won bv Dorjs
contest of the season, 20-0 from fourth and seven situation on a bridal shower given by Mrs. financial reports of various 27. A total of $80,000 was re- 2,706 students — a decline of 87 matics and mechanical drawing. |, ‘ .. 1 v o.^.Livk Kathrvn
Godwin on the Wolverine's bea- Godwin’s 15 when Kuipers took Don Vroon of Grand Rapids schools funds as presented by ceived under the SMP but the students. A breakdown showed William Vogelzang chairman Fredricks and Phyliis Holt.
utiful new field.
1,20a in elementary, 630 m he of the hoard presided and led
awards wnt
the handoff from Horn and and Mrs. Allan Van Huis of St. Treasurer Donald Zwier. The budget figure was $120,000.
The hard driving Kuipers. darted to his right, only to Joseph. The shower was held treasurer reported that revenues The treasureralso noted the junior high and 871 in the high in opening devotions. The
CulluH Fr|t2i
who runs like Jim Otis did at stop and fire a touchdown pass at the Vroon home Friday eve- $1,503,117.77 as compared to actual expenditures during the
Robert Holwerda.pastor of the .. .
Eadv’
Ohio State, bulled his way for to Israels, who was all alone ning.
He reported on enrollment Harderwyk Christian Reformed . ,
.. ’r . „
expenditures of $1,394,313.68, past year were approximately
Games we{e played and dup- indicatingan excess of revenues $4,000 below that allowed in the trends foV the next lew years I church, led in the dosing Kuth De Nelf, C.ert Henneman,
162 yards in 24 attempts for a
in the end zone. Horn’s attemptMarian Kinderman. Grace Venelicate prizes were awarded. A of $108,804.09. Zwier reported budget.
fine ’6.7 per carry mark.
and how Ii affected overallI prayer.
ed pass to end Hue Simpson
klasen, Brenda Scott, Lee Tantwo - course lunch was served.
Kuipers not only showed his
was picked off instead by KuiIs. Lucile Kooyers. Miriam SherThose attending were the Mestremendouspower on the
pers, who made a diving rewood, Marian Wiersma. Sadie
dames John A. Van Huis, Erwin
ground but Coach Dave Kempception for two points with 9:35
Van Langevelde.Pauline ParkPoest, Henry Schuitman, Wilker found out that he can pass
to play in the game.
er.. Lois Reynolds and Shirley
liam De Haan, John De Haan
too, as he teamed with end
Horn’s sharpest pass of the Jr., Ann Starkenburg, Gertrude
Nienhuis. Bogy awards went to
Ron Israels to notch Holland's
night covered 20 yards, was Vanden Elst, Harold Breuker,
Lenore Rossien, Lil Simpson,
second TD of the evening.
Sandy Decker. Chuck Mulder,
While Kuipers was the offen- hauled in by Ritterby on the Edwin Poest, Jacob Breuker,
Wolves' 10. as the Dutch were Albert Van Huis Jr., and Edgar
Adelaide Ruddick. Doris Dieksive standout, the whole defenema. Fran Van Slooten. Ann
sive team’ did a great job once again knocking on the Van Huis.
Also attending were MesdamBouwman, Marge Van Howe,
against the run, as they held door.
The
quick
moving
Horn
evenes
Marica Vander Werp, A. J.
Henrietta Dalman and Peg Visthe Wolverinesto minus seven
lually tallied from the two on Vanden Elst, and the bride-toser. Mr. and Mrs. Carl Wicks
yards.
Godwin’s lone spark was ^up- a keeper play to close out the be’s mother, Mrs. John Rutgers
were guests at the dinner.
and the Misses Jackie Rutgers.
plied by the passing of sopho- scoring at 20-0.
Other officers elected were
more quarterbackJim Kenyon "It was a great game for us,” Sally Rutgers and Barbara
Thelma Homkes. secretaryand the receivingof another said Kempker. "We needed this Vroon.
treasurer. Rose Schaftenaar. ofThose unable to attend were
sophomore Paul Dieterle. one real bad.”
ficial scorer: Nancy Gasper and
Kenyon,
sustained a 1 Kempker continued, "the line Mrs. Jim Zwiers, Mrs. Nelson
Alma Zwagerman, tournament
knee injury in the Holland opened some big holes and I Nagelkirkand Mrs. John Van| chairmen; Evelyn Joyner and
game last *year as a freshman can’t say enough about the den Elst.
Millie Anderson, events chaircompleted 13 of 23 passes for running of Kuipers.
men, and Fritzi Sennett pub110 yards with six of his com- The Dutch now stand at 2-1, Three Thursday Births
i licity.
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^End^Brian" RHterby^downed
Kuipers’ long punt on the Wolverines’ four-yard line early
the first period. Three plays

:
,

;

^

'ZlylJL't

Kentwood,
H

G

downs

........ 15

7

First

Wood Ponced on a Yards Rushing ........
Godwin fumble on the 33 to set yards Passing
up Holland's first touchdown. Itra, Y?/ds g .....
later Dick

!£ *
,

The Dutch moved 33 yards in
four plays for the -score,
Kuipers ran over and around
several defendersto notch the
TD
the 18 with 5:59 to
iv nfrom
uiu u*u
play in the first •period. Steve
Hibma’s extra point kick was

»«*
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Lost

1

A daughter, Jacquelyn Ann.
was bom in Holland Hospital
to Mr. and Mrs. James Grace,

.

Susan Joyce Talbot, 27, Conklin; Marlin Westra, 19. and
Mary Beth Huysers, 18, Zeeland, Joseph Elenbaas, 25, Hud-

I

sonville,and Patricia Macklin,
25, Grand Haven; Thomas Er; baugh, 22. Muskegon, and Jackie Randell, 21, Grand Haven;

I

Mr. and Mrs. Keith Timmer,

hu

. p'naltles , 43

(Ottawa Counthy)

Raymond Hockstra, 32. and

all born on Thursday.

----

31

Marriage Licenses

listed in
Holland and Zeeland Hospitals,'

110
103
23 route 2, Box 5754, Hamilton.
13 In Zeeland Hospital it was .a
|) daughter, Erica Afarie, born to

............

-

Tw°

Three babies are

^ ^

4287
Medie oi.,
St., uun
Dorr;
son.
\ ‘tto
i meuit*
, a sun.
Jeffrev
tQ Mr and

F

^

Gravelingt route 2

Joseph Komperda. 21. and L\nnette Baird, 18. Grand Haven;
Donald Van Wieren, 23, Hol-

I

no
35| Hudson*. .
Kirby Howard’s interception1
BACKS: Horn, Howard, Mar
of a Kenyon pass on the Dutch
12 killed off Godwin’s first link, Delsi, R. Kuipers. Me Broene. Kalkman. Strabbing,
Reynolds, Harrington,Wood,! Snook.
good opportunity to score.

J10"3™

i

%

| TACKLES: Moeller, Win- GREAT PUMPKIN'S HERE - Signs of Halloween are eviWood, who was doing a fine Sturgeon, C.
CENTERS: Cuperus,Brown-, disch, Hibma, Arizmendez, dent at the Gilbert Lugten home in Hamilton and the Lugjob all night batted down a
tens' grandchildren are probablyenvisioning giant jock-oSmith, Dykstra.
fourth down pass on Holland’s
lanterns. Three-year-old Mike Lugten and his sister, Kelli,
GUARDS:
Domres,
ENDS:
Ritterby,
Kapenga.j
19 shortly later, as the young
\\i, children of Mr, and Mrs. David Lugten of Hamilton,
Wolves were trying to score. ~ 1 Grace, Adams, M a a t m a n,l Israels, Simpson.

Kuipers.

son.

__

:

_

-

Lamb.

___

•

_____

-

-

-

-

- -

climb on two of the giant pumpkins their grandfather
raised. Weights of the visible pumpkins (left to right)
are 108, 125, 103 and 110 pounds with the combined eight
pumpkins weighing 749 pounds. Lugten allowed only one
bud to grow on each
(Sentinel photo)

vine.

-

The snappy roll that cowboys
and cowgirls sport in the. brims
of their ten-gallon hats comes
not from a patient forming by
hand but from a stainlesssteel
spring wire stitched into the
brim so it will hold its original
shape.
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Permits
Rockford

Twenty-threeapplications for
building permits totaling $91,007 were filed last week with

Ruins Band,

City Building Inspector Jack

Parents Day

Langfeldt in City Hall.
Applications follow:

was a long hot night for
the Panthers of West Ottawa
Friday, as they were crushed

damage in

by

Robert Turschman, 223 Dart
mouth, roof over patio, $250; C.
Overweg, contractor.
Glenn Riksen, 203 East 20th
St., addition to garage, $439;

failed.

Zeeland’s longest

Nyboer-Jansen Nuptial

Building

GRAND RAPIDS - “We
Those were the words of Coach
Ken Postma of Zeeland after
his Chix suffered their first
defeat of the season to Rogers
here Friday night, 6-0.
Fumbles cost the Chix the
game as they blew two scoring
opportunities on miscues and
fumbled on their own 11 which
set up the games only score in
the tnird period.
Mike Eaten talliedRogers
touchdown by dashing into the
end zone from the three. The

1971

Vows Exchanged Friday

Game, 6-0

were beaten by the best 0-2
football team in the state.”

7,

23 Seek

Zeeland Drops
1st

ay-

’t**-*'***"”*’*'

march was

City of Holland, repair fire
Centennial Park rest
rooms, $1,700, Ken Beelen, con-

It

the Rockford

Rams

tractor.

49-12

before a capacity crowd in the

Panthers home opener on Parents and Band Day.
This was a rugged and tough

self, contractor.

from its own two - yard stripe Rockford team that showed a
Maurice Schaap, 892 Harvard
to the Golden Hawks 26. A speedy offense, who scored alDr., utility shed, $120; self,
fumble killed their chances of most every time they got the
contractor.
scoring.
Don Rietman, 1179 Sorrento
ball, and a rough forward
Kurt Bennett, who injured his wall who continually pounded
CL, house and garage, $16,472;
hip led all rushers with 111 the offensive line of West Otself, contractor.
yards on the ground. Zeeland tawa to get the quarterback beEssenburg Studio, 210 South
out • gained the winners 207-104 fore he could handle the ball.
River, mansard roof awning
yards on the ground.
at rear entrance, $300; H.
It was a well coached team with
Back Bob Johnson and end good balance and depth.
Langejans, contractor.
Keith Kraai suffered leg injurMatt Borr, 21 West Eighth
West Ottawa's offensecouldn’t
ies for the Chix. However, the
St., remodeling,$1,500; Jack
get rolling and showed very
injury didn't seem to bother little for the capacity crowd to
Dykstra, contractor.
the rugged Kraai, as he was cheer about until late in the
Schipper Furniture, 447 Washsecond in tackles with 13.
ington
Aue., interior opening,
second quarter when quarterJoe Zylstra led the Chix with
paneling, /F550; self contractor.
Tours
seven
days
a
week.
Restaurants,
back Pat Allen returned a kickVISITS QUEEN MARY — A recent visitor
14 tackles while Jeff Flaherty
Annetti Garten, 132 West
shops, convention facilities and Capt.
off for 87 yards to put the
to the Queen Mary at her berth in the
chipped in with nine.
17th
StAcarport, $400; self,
Panthers on the score board.
Jaques Cousteau'sLiving Sea exhibits will
Port of Long Beach, Calif.,was Mrs. MaThe Chix, now 2-1 for the This was after the Rams had
contractor.
open later this year.
rie Van Huis of 572 Myrtle Ave. The forseason will host rough Wyoming
Dave Holkeboer, 808 Knollalready racked up 28 points
mer Cunard liner is now open for Preview
Park next Friday.
crest, footings and foundations,
and by halftime the game was
z
R completelyout of reach with
$2,500; self, contractor.
Mrs. Mark Randall Nyboer
12
7
First Downs
Leroy Austin, 272 East Eighth
(Van Den
Bertje photo)
en Berg*
Rockford
out in front 35-6.
207 104
Yards Rushing
St., repair ceiling and walls,
similar
gowns
in
loden green,
The Panthers usual good de- T
Joy
Jansen,
vs.
Miss Marla
15
2
Yards Passing
$100; self, contractor.
burnt orange and brown respecfense showed very little as the
209 119
Total Yards
David W. Van Ommen, 117 daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Mar- tively. Each attendant wore
Rams scored two via passing
6
3
Passes Attempted
Grandview,
new house, $12,672; inus Jansen, 333 East Lakewood flowers in her hair and carried
and three on the ground by half1
1
Passes Completed
self,
contractor.
Blvd., Lot 158, became the an arrangement of bronze and
time. In the first period quarter0
1
Passes Intercepted
Sears Roebuck, 166 River bride of Mark Randall Nyboer, orange pompons, wood roses
A
letter to the editor from Street lights.
back Jim Hoekstra passed for
4
3
Fumbles
Megow: By which I can bury
Ave., partition on third floor, son of Mr. and Mrs Marinus and carnations.
50 yards to Bernard Hunting Gerhardt F. Megow, Ph. D.,
0
3
Fumbles Lost
$600; John Nyboer, contractor.
you!
for the first score with Lee points up two sides of the ecolNyboer, 333 Fifth Ave., Friday Attendingthe groom were
3-109 5-172
Punts
(end of conversation)
J. Van Loo, 398 College Ave.,
Robert Hutchins as best man,
Sowerby
kicking
his
first of
evening.
25
5
Penalties
ogy situation, streets lights ver- Dr. Megow concludeswith a
replace wooden porch with The candlelight ceremony in and Laverne Jansen, Earl Plagseven extra points.
cement slab, $480; A. R. De Harderwyk Christian Reformed gemars and John Veltkamp as
Rockford took every advan- sus the trimming of shade trees question about whatever happened
to
the
Brontosaurus
. . .,
Weerd and Son, contractor.
tage of West Ottawa’s mistakes in the city.
Church was performed by the groomsmen.
somethingmust have killed hinf
George Slenk, 607 West 21st Rev. Frank Shearer from Beech- The newlyweds greeted guests
in the second quarter as they
In a somewhat whimsical
a long time ago ... wonder
St., aluminum siding, $700: Alscored after an Allen pass was mood, Dr. Megow writes a
wood Reformed Church. Mark at the reception m the church
cor, contractor.
what
it
was.
Kaniff was organist and Joyce parlor where Mr. and Mrs. Gary
interceptedon West Ottawa’s 40 scenario, cast at the corner of
Clifton Baine, 41 East 15th St.,
Kruithof presided as master
yard line. The next series of 11th St. and Washington Blvd., Park Supt. Jake De Graaf
Polmanteer sang.
aluminum siding, $1,800; Alcor, The bride wore a floor-lengthand mistress of ceremonies. The
downs saw West Ottawa fum- three city trucks, three men and was asked about tree trimming
contractor.
gown of ivory petite faille hav- punch bowl was attendedby
Three Holland High School ble on the 28 yard line and the a sign “men working in trees.” versus street lights. Unperturbed, he said curb strip trees
William Kolean, 51 East 48th ing a modified empire bodice PriscillaKing and Randy Sale,
students participated in a ses- Rams scored on a fine pass play Under the corner tree, a still
have to be trimmed for reasons
St., addition to house, $3,000;
sion of Student Congress Sept. from Mark Hoekstra to Mark lusciously green, najestically
with high collar, belt and cuffs the guests were registered by
other than street lights. And he
self, contractor.
Hubbard
on
the
first
play
from
24-25 at the Capitol building in
crowned maple, a modern-day
of the bishop sleeves trimmed Ron Schiebach,and the gifts
Ron Weener, 30 West 27th with shell Venice lace. Her were arrangedby Marcia Hart,
added that his men often get a
scrimmage.
Brontosaurus,
the
thick
squat
Lansing.
thank-you and a compliment for
St., addition to house, $2,000;
double mantilla of illusion had | Sandy Feikema, and Judy
The students,chosen for their With Rockford leading 35-6 body of a green truck and
RE-ENLISTS
Spec. 4
the service, and sometimes get
self, contractor.
a cape layer edged with the 1 Wehrmeyer. Reva Van Den
outstanding contributionsin the at halftime, the fans were stretching from it a mechanical
Larry R. Smith, son of Mr.
Harv Postma, 130 Glendale, shell lace. She carried an ar- Oever was the bride’s personal
an argument.
1971 spring discussions,were somewhat consoled as the West arm with yellow bucket with
He said trees must be trim- and Mrs. Robert E. Smith garage and roof over patio, rangement of phalaenopsis, or- attendant.
Dave Chamness, Kevin Couni- Ottawa bands put on a spec- man inside wielding a small
of 219 West Ninth St., left
$1,300; self, contractor.
med
so that they are not hit
Following a wedding trip to
han, and Paul Timmer. In these tacular halftime show. Scoring power saw which angrily eats
chids, white roses and pomearlier this month for Fort
Louis De Waard, 19 West 17th
by
trucks
and
other
vehicles,
Mackinac Island, the couple
discussions, Counihan received slowed to a standstillin the into the branches. Conversation:
pons.
A
matching
cameo
neckHood, Tex., after spending
St., garage, $1,820; John Ny,ace and earrings, a gift from will reside at 333 East Lakethe only superior rating in the third period as niether team
Megow: Hi! What are you and for every tree the Park de- a 30-day leave at Holland
fat
boer, contractor.
partment
takes down, the men
the groom, completed her attire, wood Blvd., Lot 39.
region, while Chamness and could score. The Panthers de- doing this for? Are you sick?
and Fennville with his parStandard Lumber, 24th and
Mrs. Randall Bakker, matron The groom attended Lake
Timmer received excellent rat- fense toughed somewhat in the Man: No! Too dark. Street plant at least two the next sea- ents and his wife’s parents.
Ottawa, remodel shed, $800; of honor, was attiredin a floor- Michigan College in Benton
son.
ings. Earning these ratings en- second half with Paul Berkom- light can’t get through!
After
spending
18
months
Russ Lamar, contractor.
And he added there is
length gold gown styled with Harbor and is presently emabled them to be among the pas and Brent DeVries block- Megow: I happen to love trees And he. ®d.d
in Vietnam,he has re-enlistLarry Wiersma, 640 Lugers
ing
up
the
holes.
empire waist and long sleeves, ployed by Nyboer Appliance
121 students attending the coned for three more years. He
Rd., house and garage, $25,878;
The fourth quarter saw
Lace flower trim accented the Service. The bride is employed
gress.
will be stationed at Fort
Oonk Builders, contractor.
“How can the jury system of Jeff Haltenhoff pass intercepte( Man:
high collar, yoke and cuffs. by Holland Hospital.
cltyDon Rietman, 697 MorningHood where his wife and
The bridesmaids, Janine Ny- The groom’s parents enterthe United States be improved?” by Hunting who scampered 70
Megow: (pointing to dying
side Dr., house and garage,
baby will be with him. His
was the theme of the congress. yards for another Rams score. branches) Do you realize that1 As their main weapon of deboer, Mrs. Earl Plaggemars tained at a rehearsal dinner at
address is Spec. 4 Larry $15,626; self, contractor.
Following parliamentary pro- The Rams blocking was excep- these produce the oxygen which fense( Brii] an(j Turbot fish
and Mrs. John Veltkamp wore Jack’s Garden Room.
R. Smith, 362-46-2170,409
cedure, the students drew up, tional as they again scored in
y°“
change color in minutes by exA la carte comes from the
Adams Ave., Killeen, Tex.,
argued and presented bills.This the final period with substitute
French and means according
76541.
quarterback
Craig
Zart
sneakMegow:
What
would
you
rathPandinR
and
c°n-racting
fbeir
provided experiencein legislato the card (menu). There is a
ing over from the five to end er have, oxygen to breathe color cells. They expand to betive procedure.
Lowest
of
the
Great
Lakes
is stated price for each individual
the
scoring
for
the
Rams.
West
with, or street
come dark and contract to beHolland High was rated one of
dish.
Lake Ontario.
Man (with quizzical grin) come translucent.
the top 10 schools in the state Ottawa’s offense then rolled for
and received a 1971 Student their second score on two nice
Congress “Award of Excell- pass plays from Haltenhoff to
HAMILTON - The Hamilton four yards to score the losers
ence,” sponsoredby the Michi- Doug York.
Hawkeyes won their
, „ .
This was the third straight
gan High School Forensic Asso•
*..i Evirim? The Hawks scored their last
ing
game
m
(me
style
Fr
day
TO
of
(he
evening
when
Kraker
loss
for
the
Panthers.
Next
Friciation.
day West Ottawa meets Forest
evening as they humiliated Lee, made a yo-yard drive pay off
Hills at The Rangers field and
Holland Women Attend
as he rap in from the four.
will not play home until their
Miss Kathy Van Dyke was Yoak passed to Brad Brink for
District Meet
Homecoming game on the 22nd
crowned queen, as the Hawks’ the two points,
of October when they meet
Mrs. A. Kooyers, Mrs. J.
fans got a double treat, seeing The score by quarterswas
Boerman, Mrs. A. Fletcher, Kentwood.
not only the queen and her court 16-0. 30-6. 38-6 and 38-12 at the
R
Mrs. G. Vander Wal, Marion
but also viewing splendid per- gun.
Shackson and Irene Smits at- First Downs ............11 18
formances by Randy Kraker, Hamilton’srecord stands at
Rushing ..............121 228
tended the 94th annual convenMickey Osborne and Ted Yoak,1’ 2-1 overall and 2-0 in the league,
Passing ................96 135
tion of the Ninth District of the
who threw for three TD passes. The Hawks will play at Wayland
Total Yards ..........217 373
Woman’s Christian Temperance
Sixteen of Hamilton’spoints next Friday.
Passes Attempted .... 16 13
Union held at The Baldwin
came in the first period
Passes Completed
Heights Baptist Church in JeniYoak capped an 86-yard
L
Passes Intercepted ....
4
son on Tuesday.
with
a
one-yard
sneak
for
the
First
Downs
..........
8
?
Mrs. Roy Swanson, district Fumbles ................
score. Osborne ran the
Yards rushing ...... 281 148
Fumbles
Lost
..........
1
president from Ludington, preWith two minutes to play in Yards Passing ...... 156 91
Punts
.............3-98 2-4(
sided at the morning and afterthe' first quarter,the Hawks Total Yards ...... 437 239
Penalties .. 20 yards 45 yards
noon sessions with the noon
again scored as Yoak passed Passes Attempted ....
18
Lineup
hour featuring a carry-in lunch24 yards to Jack Schrotenboer.Passes Completed .
7
Backs: Haltenhoff, Manifold.
eon.
Allen, Kruithoff,Tolliver, GasYoak
hurled two more TD Passes Intercepted By
2
The morning and afternoon
strikes in the second quarter, Fumbles ..........
6
kill, York, DeVree.
devotions were conducted by
Ends:
Berkompas, Donley,
the first went to Tom Boerigter Fumbles Lost .........
2
the Rev. James Winn, pastor
VandenBerg, Weatherbee, Van
and
the second to Schrotenboer. Punts .............2-82 4-102
of the host church and Mrs.
Dave Delaney of Lee ran Penalties ............
(
Kooyers respectively.State Slooten, VandenBrink.
Centers: Dams, VanderMueSen. Gary Byker from Hudsonlen.
ville addressed the afternoon
Guards: McLarty, Topp, Kermeeting regardingcurrent leg-

rees

Street Lights?

Both Have Their Place

Three Holland
High Students
Attend Congress
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ber, Craycraft,
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Hospital Notes Grand Haven Man
Admitted to Holland Hospital Kj||e(j j,, CcrCrOSh

Vries, Tar-

islation.
diff, Glupker.

Tackles: DeWys, Visser,

Thursday were Deborah Hyma.

Bi-

lek, Nelis.

Hope Faculty
Member, Alumnus
Publish Study
Dr. Edward L. Ervin, associate professor of biology at,

and

Hope College,
Glenn
Syperda,a 1970 Hope graduate
from Grand Rapids, have recently publisheda manuscript
entitled: “Seasonal Effects on
Soluble Sugars and Cytological
Aspects of Polygonatum canal-

St.

iculatum (Solomon's Seals)

- Spec. 5
Martin G. Keirnan is stationed at Chu Lai Vietnam
after being home on leave.
He is the son of Mr. and
IN VIETNAM

Rhizomes,” in the bulletin of
the Torrey Botanical Club.
The study revealed that this
native Michigan plant seasonally changes the type of sugars
it stores in its underground
stem in order to cope with
growth requirements and pre-

vailing climatic conditions.

Mrs. Max E. Keirnan, route
5, Holland. His basic train-

Studies such as this yield important information towards

ing was taken at Ft. Knox,
Ky., and AIT at Ft. Sill,

understanding the ecological
adaptations of an organism.
Syperda earned a masters degree in botany at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio and is
presently studyingat the Chicago College of Osteopathyin

AUTUMN SPECTACULAR —

Chicago.

of the village. This water rushes over on old

Okla.

He

is a fire direction

controller. His address

is

Spec. 5 Martin G. Keirnan,
374-52-3003,

C

Btry. 1/82

Arty. 11 Inf. Bde., APO
San Francisco, Calif., 96371

-

West 17th St.; Karen Blac- GRAND HAVEN
Henry
quiere, 567 Graafschap Rd.;, John Szymas, 30. of ISand Ave.,
Gladys Dye, 881 Columbia Ave.: , Grand Haven, was fatally inJohn De Witt, 460 Elm St.; Ken- jured at about 1 a.m. Saturday
dall Marlink, 345 Howard Ave.; when the car he was driving
Theodore Ness, 284 East 24th went out of control and struck
St.; Diana Kooistra,57 Ani- a tree at the dead end of
line Ave.; Tony Hellenthal, 588 Ferris St. at 152nd, Ave.
Azalea; Mrs. Jack Shinabarger, State Police said’ the Szymas
351 West 31st St.; Karolyn car was eastbound along Ferris
Koenes, Battle Creek; Mrs. Ken- and skidded across 152nd Ave.
neth Rabbers, 4655 52nd St.,1 118 feet before striking the
route 5; Donna Payne, Fenn- tree. Szymas was pronounced
ville; Mrs. David Van Kampen, dead at the scene by medical
1007 Morningside Dr., and Robin1 examiner Dr. Peter McArthur.
Moser, route 4, Blair
Police said the wreckage was
Discharged Thursday were found hy a passing motorist
John Gillihan, 700 Riley St.;1 and reported at 2:30 a.m. today.
Brenda Greene, Allegan; Jo! . Szymas was the 27th traffic
Anne Huenink, 840 Lincoln Ave.; fatalityin Ottawa county this
Mrs. Michael Kolean and baby, year.
578% South Shore Dr.; Henry
Kuiper, 41 East 22nd St.; RayCharles Pellegrom, 49,
mond Lacombe, 176 West Nth
St.; Mrs. David Me Hargue, Dies in Grand Haven
1355 Quincy St.; Mrs. Joe MartiGRAND HAVEN - Charles
nez and baby, Hamilton; Mary W. Pellegrom, 49, of Grand
Nash 105 Madison Ave.; Mrs. Haven was dead upon admitEarl Nienhuis, 33 West 37th St.; tance at North Ottawa CommuMrs. David Reck and baby, 84% nity Hospital here Friday night
East 18th St.; Charles Sheldon, followingan apparent heart
270 Lincoln Ave.; William Van attack.
Melle, 14% West 17th St.; ShirAmong the survivors are his
ley Vander Veldon, route 1. wife, the former Bernice Vanand Debra Veldheer, 14625 den Berg of Holland; one son
and two daughters.
James St.

231

Western Michigan

beauty soots but one of the best
just east of the

M-40

is this vista in

is full of

Hamilton

bridge over Rabbit River in the center

dam amid

lush

vegetationalong the river banks, just now beginning to
turn color for Michigan's annual pageant of colors. This
scene is a "must" for local color tours this month.
(Sentinel photo by Dan Saul)
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Wisconsin Clipping Reveals

Beaverdam
Mrs. Esther Stone of

Heroism

of

story of heroism involving
a local man has come to light
with a clipping from the Burlington, Wis., Standard Press,
which credits Harold Mast, 42,
of 14895 Quincy St., with saving the life of a Burlington
truck driver hit by 4800 volts

He said, “There was no immediate way to turn off this
current. My impulse was to get
Ted’s hand off that crank.
There was nothing close by to
work with. The only way I
could see to break the contact
was to kick him away. I aimed
of electricitywhile delivering as high as a could and gave
a load of feed to Tulip City him one heck of a boot. Ted
Duck Farm north of Holland fell away from the trailer.”
where Mast is employed.
Professionalelectricians shudIt happened Sept. 21 when der at this. Though physical
Ted Lightfield,47-year-oldem- contact between the two men
ploye of Murphy ProductsCo., lasted only a fraction of a
was delivering several tons of second, the current could have
Murphy duck breeder pellets entered Mast with dire and
in bulk to the Tulip City Duck possibly lethal results. The
Farm six miles north of Hol- soles of his shoes probably actland. The local duck farm is ed as insulationagainst his rea division of the C and D Duck ceiving the charge in his own
body. The soles happened to be
Co. of Union Grove, Wis.
Ted backed the big semi
toward a 20-foot high holding

Olive Center

down the boom

into

Earlier Ted had removed
his comfortableshoes for the
leather engineer boots he
carries on delivery trips. The
soles, of cork composition, are
a half-inch thick. The ground
was covered with morning dew
and the soil underneath was
wet from the previous day’s

last week.

remained unconsciousfor several minutes.Mast dashed for
a phone to summon an ambulance, the police and an emergency crew from the power
company.
When Ted came to, he smelled burning rubber and saw
smoke. The sizzling current was
charringfour of the big tires
on the semi. It burned holes
completelythrough the thick
casings

and

day. Oct.

Murphy Products Co.

offi-

cials in Burlington took immediate steps to bring Ted home
as soon as possible. A twin-

tion leaders, Mrs. Lester Vcld- soon winging across Michigan,
heer and Mrs. Gerson Douma. and that afternoon Ted stepped
The new council member is from the plane at Burlington
airport.

^

p.m.

2
Prakken, chose the topic "Notes
Ncxl Sunday Ihe Children s From an 0id Salt’s Log." Mr.
MissionaryRally will be held Pratten- who iives in Ann Ar.
in Ccn ral Christian School
|dent o( prakken
10. at

o

^ is

rbar

Snfio.
ad w rSbe L sS?
(rJ , nlPn u

Publical10"' Inc" *hich Publishes “Lakeland Boating” and
national educational magam it ted to
appendectomy _• c
Cvws«»
Saturday morning in Zeeland ?,T.‘ ' F
^!°J? u
The EducationDigest .” He
ar

a

that.”

^

,,

bisected the steel

lucky!’ I said I’d go along with

With Dinner

Christian Reformed Church will in Saugatuck. New members
hold their Retreat at Camp welcomed were Mr. and Mrs.
Roger Oct. 16 and 17. Contact Robert Bolte, Mr. and Mrs.
Marlene Gelder for reservations. Ronald Dalman and Mr. and
The Young Peoples Societyi Mrs. Seymour Padnos.
will hold their first meeting Sunspeaker, Lawrence W.

rim on one wheel.
In the emergency room of
Holland Hospital,
doctor
reached for his stethoscope as
Ted was brought in on a
Ted: “He checked my heart,
pulse and blood pressure. On
the palm of my right hand
which I thought for awhile was
welded to the crank at the bottom of the boom while I was
getting the shock, I had five
small burn spots. There also
was a burn on the big toe of my
left foot. The doc said, ‘You’re

Opens Season

Mission Society met last week
Judge Wendell A. Miles,
Wednesday in the chapel. Rev.
Kraay led devotions and Bible president of Century Club, welStudy, a film strip on Brewton, comed 76 members and guests
Ala. was shown and Mrs. Henry to the first meeting of the
Van Forowe was hostess.
club's 75th year Monday eveThe young people of the ning at a dinner at II Forno

.

Gertrude Rouwhorst; recrea- engine Cessna skymaster was

Mrs. Hank Van Kampen and
the county health chairman is
Mrs. Jack Nieboer.
Mrs. J. Overbeek, Mrs. Ann
York and Mr. and Mrs. M.
Green called on Mrs. Henreitta
Bakker last week Wednesday.
rain.
Mrs. Green is the former MarBefore losing consciousness, garet Brower, now living in
Ted was aware of pain, intense California. She left this area
constrictionand
“feeling 50 years ago, and lived on the
that my head was going to former Neal Slagh farm, and

days with Mrs. John Posma

rubber, but he didn’t give this
a thought as he thrust his foot
at the trick driver.
The next concern was to get
medical attention for Ted who

stretcher.

tank, part of the self-feeding
system, and raised a long boom
The Home Extension club
or snorkel through which the
will meet at the townshiphull
duck feed was to be augered
Thursday,Oct. 14, at 7:45 p.m.
from trailerto tank. He noted
The lesson is on “What Your
a power line overhead but kept
Mother Didn’t Know About
a few feet away.
Knits.” Officers for the new
He believed the snorkel was
season are chairman, Mrs.
about three feet away “when
Manley Kuite; vice chairman,
hell broke loose.” Experts
Mrs. Howard Weener; secreversed in the ways of electritary, Mrs. Richard Deimer;
city are inclined to think the
treasurer, Mrs. Gerrit Driesensnorkel was closer to the cable
ga;. leader - teachers, Mrs.
than Ted realized. In any event,
John Boers and Mrs. Jack Nie4800 volts jumped the gap,
boer; substitute leader, Mrs.
passing
Ted.

sing, and Miss Lena Hollaway
also of Lansing spent a few

Holland Resident

A

Century Club
Lan-

an

Hospital
D
^

,,T.

‘

.

Seminarian
Bogart was in
chairman of the Board <
charge of the services in the Control of Ferris State Colie
ChristianReformed Church. The
a a.s a_ mcmber of
pastor the Rev. Hokman is con- fnn Arh°r Board of Lducatio..
fined to his home with a
, ,
injury received at his home
• iakken said he felt a
^ome ‘n Holland because his
The RCFF members held a grandfatherhad immigrated
walkathon on Saturday from from Friesland in 1870. his fathe Reformed Church to Tunnel ther was born here and had
Park, all were able to walk the attended Hope College, and
CATCHING UP
These four girls ore
after one of them had a flat tire on her
whole distance. They returned that he had often visited cousins
speeding along 64th Ave. trying to catch up
bike. The bike hike Saturday took the 30
in this locality.
with the rest of the group of Junior High
young people from Holland to Saugatuck j home by a
Mr. and Mrs. A1 Bowman and 1 The speaker asserted that
RCYF members of Trinity Reformed Church
and back with lunch on the way.
Mark and Mrs. Harry Bowman, every Michigan auto license
(Sentinel photo)
_ Visited Mr and Mrs. Art Slag announced boating interest in
in Holland Sunday evening. Also the state. There are a half
Area voters will vote on the Burton United Methodist attending the worship service in million boats in Michigan’s rectwo million dollar bonding pro- Church,
the First Reformed Church. Mr. rcational fleet, including some

a

t

leg
on to

,

Thursday.

__

—

hayride.

-

Friday.

Fennville

3

Mrfi Vprna Rlirkhurn and P0531 Dec' 6- By thal time
L3,T-V Lrs,ip’ son of Mr- and and Mrs (;t‘ib Kuyers, Marcia for fishing, some for sailing
™ Harn H Watts snont WpH Pre,immary P,an- bascd on thc Mrs- I*™ Leslie, was dis- and Kristi of Borculo were also and some just for transportaMrs, Harold Watts spent Wed- ComiT1ittees’ recommendations,charged from the army after there,
lion.
nesday wUh Mr and Mrs. Her- wi„ have been preparcd by the sming 18 months in (;ermany.
He related the fact that no
bert Wendorf at Pullman. architectural firm of Vander He arrived home Saturday
area in Michigan is more than

Staying behind in Holland to
look after the semi was Joe
Essman, the company’s truck
Navy Petty Officer Second Meiden and Koteles, and a site1 Mr. and Mrs.. Arthur Sanford
G nOfTlG Pork 85 miles from a Great Lake
dispatcher, who replaced the
Class Daniel J. Emborsky Jr., will have been selected by the left Tuesday for Bradenton._
and every area is withii. six
incinerated tires with new ones
son of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Fennville Board of Education.Fla. to spend the winter. UGVGloDGr SGGk^»
miles of some stream. There
before driving the semi back
Emborsky Sr. of route 2, Fenn- Details of the project will
Lt. David Horen was flown:are more than 11,000 lakes, and
to Burlington.
ville, is aboard the guided mis- presented to the public as rap- home from Guam He has hepaOlm SprVIfP^
he outlinedseveral water routes
Joe didn’t know what to exsile frigate USS Farr a gut idly as they materialize, ac- titis, was a patient at Great
in the state including the Chepect of a truck that had been
which is in the Eastern Allan- : cording to Superintendent Mar- Lakes Naval Hospital for
ZEELAND
City Council boygan and Torch Lake routes.
juiced up with 4800 volts ripHe spoke of the many yacht
ping through it. He stopped tic participating in the NATO tin, so that voters will have all week and is now convalescing Mondav tabled for further studv
burst.”
' ,
, l^y
attended the East Crisp school. periodicallyto check wheel Strike Fleet Exercise Royal the facts available at the time at his home in
Mast nearby did not realize
Ed Driesengareturned to his bearings. He pulled up to the Knight.
of the election: ................ “‘s™da7dhinclKu“ofMr.
for municiPal
o^^recrea^^buV”'"
what was happening, but heard home Sunday after undergoing
Thursday evening more than
Mrs. Joan De Jonge of route and Mrs. Clifton Batey were and water services outside the mole safety legislation and polplant at 9 p.m. that night after
Ted groan. “I turned toward surgery at Holland hospitallast
60 teachers and community 3. Fennville,and Carl De Jonge j Mr. and Mrs. Milton Larsen, city limits by a realty firm seek- lution control. The Detroit
no mishaps.
him and saw blue sparks shoot- week.
Ted wasn’t home long with members met at the school of route 1, Fennville, announce Mr. and Mrs. Roy Van Dragt. mg to develop a mobile home Yacht Club with 3.000 meming out from his shoes. I knew
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Hulst and his wife and five children,2 to cafeteria to begin planning for the engagement of their daugh- Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Whithoff
bers is the largest club of
then that electricitywas pass- children from Zeeland visiicd
the proposednew high school. ter, Cathy-Jo, to Darrel Diepen- of Wayland and Carroll Sar- The request was from the that type in the world.
12, when Bob Spitzer, Murphy
ing through his body and some- Mr. and Mrs. Jim Kooman FriGeneral information was dis- horst, son of Mr. and Mrs. gent of Ganges.
Oxford Realty Co. of G r a n
Mr. Prakken concluded with
president, stepped across the
how I had to break the current’s day evening.
Rapids who soughi the services two statements: boating is a
threshold to see him. The cussed. Planning committees Ben Klaynik of Saugatuck.An
hold on him.”
Mrs. Gerald Kuipers has re- Murphy firm was just marking are being formed using the Oct. 16 wedding is being
'°Ir Jand {*n tbe smith side of family sport with women taking
Ted knew Mast was close turned home after a trip to
M-J wesi of State St. The an actjve part jn g\\ phases.
Jeffery
b. Jones
its 50th anniversaryand Ted school departments as a nuby. “I tried to shout to him Minneapolis, Minn., to see her
A
had been with it nearly 25 cleus, drawing on the expertise Mr. and Mrs. Donald Moeller
S,?e7„P!a^..a
2'’° ' s'te and that the most compellin*
to get a board and knock me first grandchild, son of Mr. and
mobile home park.
of the departmentheads. Super- have sold their home on West UieSQf
//
years.
magnet is the departure from
away from the crank handle. Mrs. Jerry De Boer.
Council instructed that signs
In Holland,Mast was one intendentMartin explainedMain St. and moved to an
land which seems to bring reThe words were in my mouth
The annual Home Economics modest guy. A phone call from that a “corefacility” (library, apartment in the duplex whiiel ALLEGAN— Jefferv B. Jones, against use of firearms be
laxation and appreciation of the
but I couldn’t get them out. All fall rally will be held Monday
m Hu*Z(-‘nga Park which serenity and oneness of nature.
the Standard Press brought auditorium, cafeteria,gymnasi- their new home is being com- 79. of route 1. Hamilton,
I could do was grunt. Then I evening Oct. 11 at the Allendale
in the Allegan County Medical J;s ou[side lbe city limits,
this plea: “Please don’t make urn) would be planned to handle
Mrs. Prakken who accompanmust have passed out.”
Christianschool. Slides from any heroics out of this. It was approximately twice the present Tuesday evening a supper Facility
Council took under consideration
ied her husband on his saiF
A cardinal rule of all first aid Hawaii will be shown and rejust one of those things you enrollment,but that class- was held at the New Richmond Born in Monterey Township. P0sS'b*p
tbp Park /or boat travels was introduced.
authoritiesin this type of freshmentswill feature Hawaihave to do, and I know Ted rooms would be constructed on United Methodist Church to he was a lifelong ' resident of su£ervis, . sjnowmjobderallies, Prior to the dinner the mememergency is that under no ian food. Each member is askCouncil instructedihe superinwould have done the same for enrollmentprojections of five welcome the new minister, the the
c,,nAr,n* bers and guests were treated
condition should
rescuer ed to bring her own table sertendent to remove trees on the
years,
with
an
architectural
deme.” Mast has five children,
Rev.
Arthur
Beadle. Following Surviving are three sons. John
to a short Island Queen boat
touch a person in the grip of vice.
side of Church St. from
4 to 15.
sign providing for additional the potluck supper Mrs. Jennie H. of Hopkins. George W. of west
fhn miK1...... ..
ride and a conducted tour of
electricalcurrent since such
Mrs. William Fockler returnclassrooms to be added when
the S. S. Keewatin. The curacurrent then passes through the ed home Sunday after spending
and if they’re required.
Grand Haven: fair daughtor of the ship’s museum and
second person as well. If the a week caring for her mother, Cars in College Lot
Arrangements are b e i n g on her 82nd birthday,
ters, Mrs Floyd (Anna) Stew- It was rep()rted
in
two knowledgeable guides re
electricitycannot be turned Mrs. Jessie Powell in Lake City. Reported Broken Into
made for the various committee Mrs. William Clark and art route 1 Hamilton.
funds was recejved from lated the history of the ship
off, the recommendedway to The latter was recently disAt least five cars parked in members to visit recently com- daughter, Cammie. left Tuesday
separate a person from the charged from Mercy hospital in
Harold (Dorothy) Carrier of, the Ottawa County library which was built in Scotland in
a
Hope College lot at 11th St. pleted schools in surrounding ! for Frankfort, Germany to join Sparta, Mrs. Morris (Mary) board.Thefundswereassigned
electricalcontact is by means Cadillac.
l907and Lincoln Ave., were reported areas so that they may become, her husband who is serving as
of a long dry stick or board, a
Page of Allegan and Mrs. Roger1 for future library purposes in The next meeting will be
Mrs. Henry Nieboer from
damaged Sunday.
familiar with recent develop- a military police in the U. S. (Barbara) De Mond of route,
dry rope, or length of dry cloth. Holland and Mrs. Jerald Geerts
held Nov. 1 at the home of Mr.
Police said a windshield was ments and trends in school Army,
It is imperativethat the from Beechwood visited Mrs'.
1, Otsego; 23 grandchildren; 20
and Mrs. Vernon Ten Cate. The
rescuer’s hands are dry and Jack Nieboer last week Thurs- knocked out of a car of Mark construction.Anyone wishing to Carlo Rasmussen is a patient great-grandchildren and several Leo Carillo, Hollywood actor speaker will be Dr. Richard
Dargene and a golf bag and serve on a committee is asked! at ButterworthHospital, Grand nieces, nephews and cousins, noted for his portrayal of “Pan- Handlon,warden, Ionia.
that he be standing on a dry day afternoon.
surface.
John Bartels from Zeeland, clubs were removed; a stereo to contact the superintendentI Rapids where he underwent
cho" in the "Cisco Kid,” was a
The American Red Cross now home on furlough from the tape player was missing from or high school principal James i heart surgery.
The Black Ball Line, out of newspaper cartoonistin San
R. Styx
says: “Telephonethe power Armed Forces, has been visit- a car of Mark Vander Meer Thrall, or the head of that , Mrs. Albert Koning attended New York to Liverpool,was the Francisco before going on the
in which a right vent window particular department. I the district meeting held at the best known of the packet lines. stage.
company to turn off the current ing relativesin this area.
was smashed; a flashlightwas
at 79
before you attempt rescue unless you are willing to accept
The belted kingfisher is one missing from a car of Albert
Edward R. Styx, 79. of 14830
grave risk to your life.”
of the few examples in birds John WilliamsJr., and the left
Taylor St., Port Sheldon Twp.,
Harold Mast accepted the I where the female has the more front vent window was broken
died Saturday noon in Holland
i colorful plumage.
on the car of Ronald Bulteme.
risk.
Hospital where he had been a
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patient for the past week. Mr.
Styx was born in Chicago and
had lived here for the past
nine years. He was a retired
printer.

Surviving are his wife, Anna;
one son, Ervin Styx of Tinicy
Park, 111.; seven grandchildren;

one brother, George
California

and

Styx

of

several nieces

and nephews.
Dukeship is the highest hereditary
peerage.

rank in the

BOB

British

CHET

FREERS BAUMANN

AGENT
Your

AGENT

Stato Farm

Family Insurance

Men
PHONES
396-8294 and 392-8133

MILUKENS

SKIP IT, PLEASE! — Harold Mast (left)
and Henry Walker, employes at the Tulip
City Duck Farm on 144th Ave. north of
Holland,who were on the scene Sept. 21
when a Wisconsin truck driver “froze" to
his truck equipment after contact with a

high tension wire, look over a page layout

Standard Press. Mast had
Ted Lightfield from the
electrical charge with a lusty kick while
Walker was on a ladder of the feeding
tank. “Really, we were both scared to
death," Walker said.
(Sentinel photo)
in the Burlington

freed 47-year-old

IN

HOLLAND

-

About 150 persons attended
a fund raising reception in the R. A. De Witt home on West
32nd St. Monday honoring Gov. and Mrs. William G. Milliken who arrived by plane at Tulip City Airport. Left to right
are Anthony A. Garofalo, Ottawa County Republican chairman; R. A. De Witt, Gov. and Mrs. Milliken and Mrs. De
Witt. The affair grossed $2,160 with $800 going to the
governor's campaign fund and the remainder to the Otta-

24
wa County Republican fund. Also present were

East 9th St.

Bill Mc-

GOP chairman,Field Representative Murel
Edinger and State Reps. Dennis Cawthorne of Muskegon
and Richard Allen of Ithaca. The latter presentedan imported bicycle (seen at rear) to the governor, a gift of
Engscot Associates of Saugatuck of which Garofalo is part
Laughlin, state

STATE
state

FARM

farm

owner.
(Sentinel photo)
%
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Emergency
Engaged

Hope Takes
First

Jobs Listed

Place
In

InGLCAMeet
RICHMOND, Ind.-Hope

Col-

riers captured the trophy without standout runner Greg Daniels who suffered stomach
cramps midway through the
race and was forced to quit.
Daniels was second in the race

ship, one job, $5,953; Martin
Village, one job, $5,679.
Saugatuck Public Schools,four

jobs, $12,740;MarUn Public
Schools, two jobs, $8,580; Hamilton Community Schools,one job,
$8,962; Wayland Union School,
two jobs, $7,661; Otsego Public
Schools, two jobs, $10,478; Allegan Public Schools, two jobs,
$10,273;Hopkins Public Schools,

84

points, 12 ahead of runnerup Al-

Next was Kalamazoo with
101, Denison 105, Wabash 117,
Miss Mary Lou Monhollen
Wooster 124, Oberlin 145, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. William MonWesleyan 155, DePauw 155 and
hollen of 14725 Vanessa Ave.,
host Earlham 255.
announce the engagementof
The individualwinner of the
their daughter, Mary Lou, to
four mile race was Rick BowerThomas Hilldore, son of Mr.
man of Wabash with a clocking
and Mrs. Larry Hilldoreof 1188
of 21:35.
Wintergreen Dr.
Freshman Phil Ceeley was the
Mr. Hilldore is a junior at
first Hope runner to finish with
Grand Valley State College.
a sixth place time of 22:37. Next
A Dec. 18 wedding is being
were Glen
in 10th
planned.
(23:20), Randy Lawrence of
bion.

one job, $5,643; Fennville Public
Schools, one job, $11,264;Plainwell Community Schools, three
jobs, $13,782.
Allegan Friend of Court, one
job, $8,966; Allegan Circuit

Powers

Mart
Stark in 15th (23:31) and Nic!|
Kramer of Zeeland in 39th

Drivers Urged

(24:30).

Obey State Laws

Court, one job, $8,966; County

Extension office, t w o jobs,
$11,817; County Department of
Social Services, two jobs,
$12,042; County Treasurer, one
job, $4,428; County Highway Department, three jobs, $15,974;
Court House maintenance,two

(23:30),

Hope begins dual meet competition next Saturday in a
home race against Albion.

Phillip

one job, $8,236; Hopkins Village,
one job, $6,389; Saugatucktown-

at the time.

Holland in 14th

-

ALLEGAN

chairman of the Allegan County
Board of Commissioners, announced today that the $324,800
received under the Emergency
Employment of 1^1 will be
apportioned as follows:
City of Holland (Allegan portion), two jobs, $13,530; Allegan
City, two jobs, $15,974; Wayland
City, two jobs, $12,668;Oteego,

lege captured first place honors
Saturday in the sixth annual
Great Lakes Colleges Association cross country meet held
at Earlham College.
Coach Bill Vanderbilt’s har-

The Dutchmen ended with

Allegan

For

To

School Buses

reminded today of state codes requiring
Motorists were

BUSY WEEKEND

October weather
marked a busy weekend for Boy Scouts from
troops from the local area on the grounds of St.
Augustine Seminary southwest of Holland. A

Two Damage

vehicles to stop for a stopped
school bus loading or unloading
children.
Police chief Charles Lindstrom said several complaints
GRAND HAVEN
Donald have been receivedin regard
Kragt and Barbara Kragt of to violationsof the state ve-

—

Worm

Suits Filed

-

camp

the

fire ceremony, a two-mile trail through the

14

woods, a scavenger hunt and church services pro-

big

vided memorable experiencesfor the campers.
At left, 12-year-old Steve Hyma chops wo°d for

Weekend Scout NOSE
Camporee Held

camp

fire.

At

placed wood for a

an

right

unidentified boy

fire.

(Sentinel photos)

Compagner

Mrs.

JipA.

Age

jobs, $9,479.

County Probate Court, two
jobs, $14,712; Medical Care
Facility, two jobs, $9,564;Association for Retarded Children,
four jobs, $25,204; Allegan
sheriff, four jobs, $35,312;
County Clerk, one job, $4,896;
EqualizationDepartment, one

Dies at
59
job, $4,8%.
Holland Friday have filed a hicle codes.
Under the act, the federal govdamage suit in Ottawa Circuit The codes require the driver
GRAND RAPIDS
Mrs. ernment allocates $324,800 and
Court, seeking up to $475,000 of a vehicle overtaking or
Aimer (Marian) Compagner, 59 Allegan county contributes,
damages in connection with a meeting any school bus which
Fred Bertsch, principal at he year at 3-6. The 1967 eleven
truck accident at Port Sheldon has stopped and is displaying
of route 3, Holland (Oakland) $47,328.
Holland High announced today was 5-2-2 while the 1968 squad
April 6, 1971, in which Mr. two alternatingflashing red
died in ButterworthHospital
United
Methodist
Church,
Hope
A total of 325 Boy Scouts and
that the school’s all-time suc- inished 5-3-1 compared to the
Kragt was injured.
lights, shall bring his vehicle to
leaders from 14 troops in the Church, Douglas Community cessful footballcoach Dave 1969 record of 6-2-1. Last year’s Sunday followinga lingering Living End Singers
Defendants are John Blac- a full stop at least 10 feet from
Holland area staged a camporee Church, Second Reformed Kempker, will resign at the team was 6-3.
Win DistrictEvent
illness.
quiere and Edward Van Der the bus and shall not proceed
Kempker’sclubs have only
over the weekend at St. Augus- Church, Beechwood Reformed conclusion of the season.
Bie of the Wheel Alignment until the bus resumes motion
She
was
a
member
of
the
The Living End Singers won a
tine Seminary grounds under Church, North Shore Community “We would be delighted to lad one losing season in his six
Service, Holland.
or the bus driver signals to
the theme of “AdventureTrail,” Hall, Ganges Methodist Church, have Dave stay on as mentor years at the helm which is a Oakland Christian Reformed district competition in Jackson
Plaintiffs claim that Kragt proceed or the visual signals
featuringa two • mile skill Loyal Order of Moose, Port but it’s strictlyhis decision,” real good mark considering Church and of the Priscilla Saturday. They were named
was driving a truck on Butter- are no longer activated.
first in West Michigan District
oriented trail through the woods. Sheldon Fire Department,First said Bertsch.“Dave’s leaving what the previous teams have Society.
nut Dr., when the truck went
Police officers observing vioA
scavenger hunt Saturday Presbyterian Church, Christ with good grace and he’s never won at Holland.
Survivingin addition to her of the Wesleyan Church over
out of control, resulting in ser- ations of the law will issue a
In the five years in the VCC, husband are three sons, Al- groups from Spring Lake and
morning arranged and staffed Memorial Church, Sixth Refor- felt any pressure to win at
ious injuries to the driver of traffic s u m m o m s, Lindstrom
the Dutch have the second best verne of Hamilton, Ronald of Hudson.
by
the
Order
of the Arrow, a med Church and Calvary ReforHolland.”
the truck, which had previous- said. School bus drivers also
record next to powerful Grand Dorr and Calvin of Hawthorne, Two members of the group
Scout honorary society, was med Church.
Bertsch continued, “we will
ly been serviced by the Holland will report vehicles in violation
Chippevya district Scout
laven at 22-7-1 while the Bucs Calif.; four daughters, Mrs. also won solo competition,
another highlight of the weekaccept applicationsfrom within
firm.
by obtaining the vehicle license
officers present were Dr. Bill
lad a 24-4-1 mark in this span. Ron (Marlene) Bouwkamp of Connie Van Voorst for a piano
end.
our faculty and from out for
Kragt seeks up to $375,000in number.
Rocker
.district
chairman;
Mike
Dave was a 1949 graduateof Grand Rapids, Miss Joan of solo, and Andy Lehman for a
The Saturday night camp fire
damages and his wife seeks up
this position.”
brought outside entertainment. Huntoon, district commissioner; Holland’sprincipal admitted Holland where he played full- Boulder, Colo, and Rose Mary flute solo.
to $100,000damages.
A contemporary singing group Dale Moes, health and safety that it was his decision to an- jack and quarterbackon the and Linda Mae at home; seven The group will be competing
Eleanor Potter and Wilbur
of Hope College received an chairman, and Philip Streng- nounce Dave’s resignation now footballteam and was a stand- grandchildren; a brother, John next in an area contest at MarPotter of Grand Haven also
unprecedentedstanding ovation holt, chairman of district instead of at the end of the out at those spots at Hope Col- Dozeman and a sister, Mrs. ion, Ind., which will involve
filed a suit in Circuit Court,
Friday six women attended the
activitiescommittee. Bob
ege for four years. Kempker John Schreur, both of Oakland. groups from five states.
year. He added, “We thought
seeking $25,000 from Michigan Women’s League of Hope Col- from the Scouts. In the group
Parkes, activities committeewas also all-conferencein baswere
Jim
O’Connell,
Barb
it would be better to do it now
ConsolidatedGas Co., which lege. At 9:30 a.m. brunch was
man, was official headquarters
ketball in high school.
instead of putting it off to the
has lines in Grand Haven city. served in Phelps Hall. At 10:30 Freethy and Greg Pontier. A
After graduatingfrom Hope
special
Indian
Dance
team
of camp cook.
conclusion of the year.”
They claim the gas firm dug the business meeting was held
in 1954, Kempker spent two
Grand
Rapids
also performed.
Kempker, who replaced Jim
up a section of sidewalk in at the De Witt Cultural Center
years in the Army where he
Jebb, ex-Michigan State UniGrand Haven on Washington followed by a tour of the Center. Hal Franken was master of
was a brilliant passing quarterHospitals
ceremonies.
versity star as coach in 1965,
Ave. in 1971 and on May 21
Family Night begins at the
back in Korea.
An
outdoor
church
service
has
won
31
games,
lost
18
anc
there was a hole in the walk, Reformed Church Wednesday
LET
HELP YOU
“The main reason I’m stepSunday
morning
was
conducted
has 5 ties to his credit for an
filled with sand and exposinga evening, Oct. 13.
ping down as coach is because
outstanding record entering his
pipe. It is claimed that Mrs.
A cosserolesupper will be by the Rev. Henry Alexander,
Births
also a good friend of his said,
seventh year as Dutch mentor.
Potter fell in the hole and was sponseredby the Christian Re- vice chairman of the Chippewa
“Dave put Holland on the map
district,speaking on “Can I
His all-time coaching mark is
injured.
formed Young People Tuesday
in footballand it’s going to be
Help You?” Catholic Scouts Over the weekend Holland 74 - 39 - 10.
DOORS &
evening at the local school.
tough to replace him.”
attended mass in the St. Augus- Hospital recorded eight babies
Kempker’s 1966 squad won the
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Ludford
Holland’s
athletic
director
tine chapel.
and Zeeland listed one baby.
Valley Coast Conference chamof Rockford were dinner guests
continued,“I’ve worked with
Participatingwere Scouts
Born on Friday in Holland
of their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Dave for 13 years and I can’t
• ALUMINUM AND
from First Reformed Church,
Hospital was a son, Jonathan
Burr Rynbrandt Sunday.
say enough good things about
VINYL SIDING
Vaugh, to Mr. and Mrs. John
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Nederveld
him. He’s probablydone more
•
AWNINGS
Lawson of 175 East 39th St.;
and two children of Richland at- M/ss Boer Engaged
for football in Holland than
• ROOFING
a son, Steven Lee, to Mr. and
Hope College posted its se- tended the evening services To William Kooiman
• PATIOS
anyone else.”
Mrs. Jack De Witt of 3245 100th
# EAVES TROUGHING
cond soccer victory Saturday Sunday.
Kempker wouldn’t signal out
• CANOPIES
blanking Oakland University, Mr. and Mrs. Vander Heide Mrs. John Boer, 886 College St., Zeeland; a daughter, Juaany team or any player as be• SIDING
6-0 on the Van Raalte campus of Charlevoix were guests of rel- Ave., announcesthe engage- nita, to Mr. and Mrs. Rual nuing the best. It wouldn’t really
atives Sunday, also attending ment of her daughter,Marie, valcaba, of 54 East 16th St.;
field.
be fair if I did that,” he reFor Over 50 Years
Victory gave coach Gene the morning service. Mrs. Vande to William Kooiman, son of Mr. and a son, Troy Anthony to Mr.
CANVAS AND
plied.
Your Local Roofers
Brown’s Dutchmen a 2-2 re- Heide is the former Juliane and Mrs. Teunis Kooiman of and Mrs. Anthony De Wind of
Although Dave wouldn’tsay
ALUMINUM CO.
29 i. 6th
Ph. 3924126
route 1, Polk St., Zeeland.
cord. It was the second conse- Mansen, a former resident.
Hettinger,N.D.
who was the all-time best, he
We Keep Holland Dry
396.6064
157 Cantnl Av*.
cutive shutout win for the Hope
New address: AB Keith Van A November wedding is being In Holland Hospital Saturday,
did add, “Doug Morse was the
a daughter, Kimberly Sue was
Haitsma, SSAN 378-60-2011; planned.
kickers.
best middle guard that I have
born to Mr. and Mrs. Edward
The Dutchmen scored three CMR No. 3-Sq. 3710-Flight G
ever coached and that Randy
Helder of 333 East Lakewood
• INDUSTRIAL
goals in the third period after 103, Lackland AFB, Tex., 78236.
Kuipers is one of the best
Blvd. On Sunday, a daughter,
leading 2-0 at halftime.
The Rev. B Pekplder had Local Woman's Father
WELLS
• COMMERCIAL
runners.”
Jennifer Lynn, was born to Mr.
Dies at 73 in Chicago
Freshman Mark Van Voorst charge of services Sunday.
“We have had many players
• RESIDENTIAL
and Mrs. Dale Van Liere of 173
Home — Farm — Industry
paced the offensive attack with
in the past that were real good,
CHICAGO - Dr. Nelson Pren- West 34th St., and a son, Stetwo goals while teammates
Pumps, motors, salas, service
t HEAVY SHEET METAL
like Gary Cuperus and Terry
tiss, 73, of Fort Wayne, Ind., ven Jay was born to Mr. and
Evan Griffen, Dave Phillips, Fennville
WORK
and repairs, lawn and Farm
Marlink
are now, that don’t redied at Hines Memorial Vet- Mrs. David Deur of 2091 Lake
Rich Lopez and Eric Brown
ceive as much credit as Morse
irrigation,industrial supplies.
• AIR CONDITIONING
erans AdministrationHospital St.
Dies at
29
kicked one goal apiece.
or Kuipers,” Kempker said.
DUCTS
here
this morning following a
Today
a
daughter,
Sarah
Jill,
Goalie Bob Luydens received
“Working with young men
t
HELI-ARC WELDING
here
Saturday
following
a
three- wa bom in Holland Hopital
GRAND
RAPIDSMrs.
Mary
Dave Kempker
credit for the shutout. His teamhas been the most pleasure
PUMPS
to Mr. and Mr. Richard Aren• EAVES TROUGHING
. . .last year as coach
mates fired 29 shots at the Oak- Ann Watts, 29, of route 2, Fenn- week illness.
that a coach can have,” he conSurviving
are
a
daughter,
Mrs.
and GUTTERS
as,
of
576
West
21st
St.
land goal while the losers man- ville, died in St. Mary’s Hostinued. “Some of my proudest
Willard
Hopkins
of
Holland, A son, Bradley Eugene, was pionship with a 6-2-1 mark for
pital
here
Sunday
morning.
She
aged just eight attempts at the
moments were when we were
had been in the hospital for Mich., and two grandsons, born Sunday in Zeeland Com- the best Holland record since beaten.”
Hope goal.
Mfg. & Supply Co.
1928 when they were also 6-2-1.
Hope will host Trinity Chris- two days following a cerebral Robert W. Hopkins of Houston, munity Hospitalto Mr. and
Kempker admitted that he
In
Kempker’s
first
year
as
Mrs. Robert Canfield of 9203
tian College of Illinois Wenes- hemorrhage. Born in Judonia, Texas, and Stephen Hopkins of
Water Is Our Business
INC.
Dutch coach, his club finished has always had good assistan
•Ransom, St.
day on the Van Raalte campus Ark., she came to the Fenn- Holland.
PHONE 392-3394
783 Chicago Drive
coaches to work with. He stated,
ville area in 1960 from Decatur.
field beginning at 3:30 p.m.
82 East 8th St.
“this is half the battle.”
396-4693
Surviving are her mother,
The 40-year-old coach, has
Mrs. Etta Skinner of Hartford;
a 2-1 record after wins over
Trio
her father, Clovis Skinner of
West Ottawa and Godwin this
[Tree estimatesj
Judsonia, Ark.; two daughters,
season compared to a loss to
In Burglaries
Kim Angela and Bobbie Jo, and
rated Niles.
one son, Damon Lee, all at
Kempker has been happily
CALL AND SAY
Of Area
home; four brothers, William
married for 12 years and has

-
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Service Directory
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Weekend
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Hope Kickers

’
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THESE EXPERTS

ROOFING

WEST MICHIGAN

St.

WATER

Woman

Age

HAMILTON

HOLLAND

SHEET METAL

Apprehend

BODY SHOP

Homes

GRAND HAVEN -Three sub- C. Skinner of Decatur, Truman
jects, includinga 16-year-old E. Skinner of Searcy, Ark.,
boy, were apprehended in con- Larry B. Skinner of Hartford,

three children,Dave 10,

and Susan

Grand Rapids.
Deputies say the trio was apprehended by a detective late

we think that his son Dan
probablysaid it best. “Daddy,
I think I’m going to cry when
you quit coaching. Somehow it
won’t be the same.”

Boy, 6, Injured

'Vinegar Bend' Mizell
Speaks

Crash

Saturday evening in Port Shel- In Auto
don Township while driving a
small van truck. Inside the Bob Hoadley, 6, of route 1,
truck were a color television set, Holland, a passenger in a car
stereos, rifles, hand guns and driven by Linda Joan Higgins,
camera equipment all valued 22, of route 1, Fennville, suffered minor injuries in a colat about $1,500.
Detectives said the items were lision with a parked car Sunidentifiedas taken from homes day at 1:43 p.m. He was treated
burglarized and reported to dep- at Holland Hospital and re-

The parked car was registerthe arrests would clear other ed to Fred Bertsch, 149 Crestwood Dr.
burglaries in the area.

in

Hudsonville

BUMP SHOP
QualityWorkmanship

• BUMPING

• REFINISHING
• BODYWORK
R.E.

BARBER FORD
US41 end

E. 8th

St.

PHONE 772-6471
RENTAL — HOME OWNED

PHONE 396-2361

COMMERCIAL

U.S. House of Representatives
from North Carolina since 1968
was guest speaker at the 7:3)
p.m. service Sunday at the Hudsonville Christian and Missionary Alliance Church. Dubber
“Vinegar Bend” Mizell from
his home town in North Carolina, Mizell is a former baseball pitcher with the St. 'Louis

Cardinals and

Timmer, Baldwin St.

Deputies said it was expected

ISPECIALISTS

HUDSONVILLE - Rep. Wi
mer Mizell a member of the

uties Saturday. Tht> items were leased.
Holland police said the Higfrom the homes of Jarvis Van
Klompenberg,Butternut Dr.; gins car was southboundalong
Don Dekker, Quincy St., Charles Columbia Ave. when it struck
Gaston, 152nd Ave., and Melvin the left rear of the parked car
135 feet south of 12th St. The
Detectives said the truck was Higgins auto swerved across
stopped by a deputy enroute to the pavement, struck a sign and
investigate a burglary and he recrossed the street, striking
became suspicious of the truck. another sign.

9

6.

Dave is proud of his recorc
at Holland and so are we bu

nection with a series of bur- and James L. Skinner of Hartford; two sisters,Mrs. Junior
glaries.
Held at the county jail for (Joyce) McCarty of Fennville,
arraignment in District Court and Mrs. Bill (Vicky) Boyce of
were Thomas Francis Boynton, CharlestonHeights, S.C.
25 and FrederickGordon Newell, 34, both of

Dan

WANT SOFT
WATER?

ROOFING
HAROLD
ALUMINUM

GENERAL CONTRACTOR

SIDING

42

W//A

Pittsburgh

the 1960
Series in which the

Pirates, pitching in

AWARDS PRESENTED-R.

E.

Barber (left)

presents a plaque and a painting of the interior of Point

West

to Richard Den Uyl,

president of Point West and
after Point

West was

Macatawa Inn,

featured in the Au-

gust issue of Ford Times as a

recommended

dining spot. The painting appeared in the
issue along with two prized Point West
recipes, Dover sole stuffed with shrimp and
The presentation was made in the Barber
crabmeat, and French Silk chocolate pie.
Ford

showrooms.

(Sentinel photo)

World

Pirates won the pennant.

He is an outstanding layman
and deacon in his home Christian and Missionary Alliance
Church in North Caroliana.

i

.

.

HOLLAND
READY ROOFING
Phong 392-9051
125 Howard Avo.

.'mV-'
.

LANGEJANS
and HOME BUILDER

• STORE FRONTS

• REMODELING
• CEMENT WORK
Commercial — Residential

No Job Too Large or Too Small
429 W.

22nd

•.

Ph. 3924983

’V,

i'.

